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Executive Summary

Significant efforts are underway to develop and implement a risk-informed performance-based licensing framework for advanced reactors built on the establishment of an affirmative safety case. Such approaches offer the benefits of increased flexibility regarding key design and licensing decisions based on a detailed assessment and understanding of plant risk. These methods include the comprehensive analysis of scenarios that have historically been addressed through conservative and deterministic licensing analysis approaches, such as the evaluation of event sequences at frequencies of occurrence beyond the design basis.

While the detailed analysis of low frequency events provides insights that can help justify alternative treatments to past conservatism, the findings are dependent on the quality and confidence associated with the analyses. The assessment of external hazards presents a unique challenge, as their potential frequency of occurrence, especially of large magnitude events, is inherently uncertain given the long return periods in question.

The current project seeks to further explore the regulatory treatment of low frequency external events as part of a risk-informed performance-based framework. The goals are to identify the benefits and challenges of such approaches for advanced reactor vendors and to aid in the development of consistent and appropriate methodologies. As part of this effort, the current report summarizes initial project findings, with a focus on the evaluation of the seismic hazard. This includes an exploration of the implementation of a risk-informed performance-based approach through an example analysis.

Based on the identified challenges associated with the probabilistic treatment of low frequency event sequences, additional performance-based methods were explored as complementary tools for demonstrating regulatory compliance. The report highlights key challenges and opportunities associated with the methods and outlines recommendations and future activities to assist with their implementation.
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## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACRS</td>
<td>Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>Atomic Energy Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANS</td>
<td>American Nuclear Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI</td>
<td>American National Standards Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOO</td>
<td>Anticipated Operational Occurrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASME</td>
<td>American Society of Mechanical Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDBE</td>
<td>Beyond Design Basis Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNL</td>
<td>Brookhaven National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCDF</td>
<td>Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>Core Damage Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSDRS</td>
<td>Certified Seismic Design Response Spectra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBA</td>
<td>Design Basis Accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBE</td>
<td>Design Basis Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBEHL</td>
<td>Design Basis External Hazard Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBHL</td>
<td>Design Basis Hazard Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>Design Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Defense-In-Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
<td>Department Of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPRI</td>
<td>Electric Power Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPZ</td>
<td>Emergency Planning Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF</td>
<td>Event Sequence Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMRS</td>
<td>Ground Motion Response Spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCLPF</td>
<td>High Confidence of a Low Probability of Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFO</td>
<td>High Winds, Floods, And Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPE</td>
<td>Individual Plant Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPEEE</td>
<td>Individual Plant Examinations on External Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBE</td>
<td>Licensing Basis Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLNL</td>
<td>Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMP</td>
<td>Licensing Modernization Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>Limit States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR</td>
<td>Light-Water Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>Maximum Credible Accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHE</td>
<td>Maximum Hypothetical Earthquake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPPs</td>
<td>Nuclear Power Plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>Nuclear Regulatory Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSRST</td>
<td>Non-Safety-Related with Special Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NST</td>
<td>Non-Safety-Related with No Special Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBE</td>
<td>Operating Basis Earthquake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORNL</td>
<td>Oak Ridge National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGA</td>
<td>Peak Ground Acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMF</td>
<td>Probable Maximum Flood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMP</td>
<td>Probable Maximum Precipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRA</td>
<td>Probabilistic Risk Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>PRA Safety Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Quality Assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QHOS</td>
<td>Quantitative Health Objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Risk Achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAP</td>
<td>Reliability Assurance Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG</td>
<td>Regulatory Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPB</td>
<td>Risk-Informed Performance-Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSF</td>
<td>Required Safety Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMDAs</td>
<td>Severe Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Safety Analysis Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDC</td>
<td>Seismic Design Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>Systematic Evaluation Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>Seismic Margins Analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRA</td>
<td>Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Safety-Related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRM</td>
<td>Staff Requirements Memorandum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC</td>
<td>Structure, System, And Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE</td>
<td>Safe Shutdown Earthquake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSHAC</td>
<td>Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwRI</td>
<td>Southwest Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TICAP</td>
<td>Technology-Inclusive Content of Applications Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHRS</td>
<td>Uniform Hazard Response Spectra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTR</td>
<td>Versatile Test Reactor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

Significant efforts are underway to develop a risk-informed performance-based (RIPB) framework for advanced (non-light water) reactor licensing. These efforts aim to create an advanced reactor licensing pathway that permits the development of an affirmative safety case benefiting from the flexibility and detail associated with RIPB methods. Such an approach differs from the primarily prescriptive and conservative methods utilized to license the operating light-water reactor (LWR) fleet.

One such area of difference between the aforementioned licensing approaches is the methodology for the assessment of scenarios of very low frequency of occurrence, which were initially considered for LWRs mainly through the application of design margin and defense-in-depth (DID) philosophy (including robust containment, large distance to population centers, etc.). RIPB approaches, in contrast, attempt to evaluate these scenarios at a level of detail commensurate with their risk, which often necessitates an explicit treatment of their frequency and associated consequence. While this detailed information provides valuable insights into plant behavior and risk profile, it relies on the accuracy of the data and analyses supporting the assessment.

Events such as the Fukushima earthquake and tsunami and the flooding threat of Fort Calhoun Nuclear Station have highlighted the importance of external hazards in consideration of nuclear safety, given their ability to potentially defeat multiple layers of plant protection. However, the analysis of external hazards is dependent on the assessment of hazard frequency and severity, which is inherently uncertain, especially at return periods far beyond the timeline of human records. Therefore, the treatment of low frequency external events has the unique challenge to assure an adequate level of protection, with an appropriate level of confidence, against an innately uncertain threat.

1.1 Project Objectives

To assist the advanced reactor industry in future licensing efforts and support the development and implementation of RIPB licensing approaches, the DOE Advanced Reactor Demonstration Program Regulatory Development area initiated a project at Argonne National Laboratory to examine the regulatory treatment of external hazards as part of a RIPB licensing framework. Specifically, the project's focus is on the analysis and impact of low frequency external events (as defined below) on licensing decision-making. Questions regarding the appropriate treatment of low frequency external events as part of advanced reactor licensing have been highlighted by the advanced reactor industry [1] and also identified as part of the Versatile Test Reactor (VTR) project efforts. To address this topic, the project has several main objectives:

- Explore the analysis of low frequency external events when utilizing a probabilistic hazard/fragility-based approach according to the requirements of the ASME/ANS/ANSI Non-LWR PRA Standard [2].
- Examine the impact of low frequency external events on licensing decision-making as part of the development of an affirmative safety case when using RIPB approaches. Such decisions include event sequence categorization, structure, system, and component (SSC) classification, and DID evaluations.
• Assess the historical basis for current regulation and guidance regarding the treatment of low frequency external events during reactor licensing.

• Evaluate the consistency and appropriateness of available regulatory approaches for the analysis of low frequency external events and, if necessary, recommend pathways to address identified challenges.

• To the extent practical, foster the adoption of common analysis approaches and regulatory treatments for external hazards, commensurate with their level of risk.

For the current work, the term “external events” refers to those event sequences with external hazard initiators. This includes all applicable external hazards for the design and site under consideration, as the ASME/ANS/ANSI non-LWR PRA standard permits the assessment of any external hazard through a probabilistic approach [2]. The term “low frequency” is defined as external events below 1E-4 per plant year, as to align with the guidance discussed in the following sections.

1.2 Purpose

The current work serves several purposes to assist with RIPB licensing framework development and implementation, as outlined below:

• Provide preliminary findings regarding the evolution of the regulatory treatment of external events in the U.S, including current guidance addressing low frequency seismic events.

• Based on available guidance, describe and demonstrate the treatment of low frequency seismic events as part of a RIPB framework. Identify the challenges and opportunities associated with the approach.

• As necessary, identify and demonstrate approaches that could be utilized in a complementary fashion to the RIPB framework to evaluate low frequency seismic events. Identify relevant challenges and opportunities.

• Provide recommendations for next steps, including the identification of areas of further research.

For the current effort, the RIPB framework developed by the Licensing Modernization Project (LMP) and associated Technology-Inclusive Content of Applications Project (TICAP) was selected, given recent endorsement by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) [3]. While the project scope includes the regulatory treatment of all external hazards, preliminary work has focused on seismic evaluations. This selection was made for several reasons. First, there is significant guidance available regarding RIPB seismic evaluation methodologies, including recent efforts by the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) [4]. Second, seismic may be the dominant external hazard for many sites under consideration for advanced reactor deployment. Lastly, seismic evaluations are an area of significant recent regulatory consideration following the events at Fukushima Daiichi.
1.3 Applicability

It is understood that non-LWRs span a range of sizes and applications. Because of this, the pathway selected for reactor licensing will likely differ depending on the individual characteristics of the specific system, site, and purpose. The approaches and analyses discussed in the current work are of most interest to a subset of non-LWR designs, with the characteristics outlined below:

- **Magnitude of potential source term:** The radionuclide inventory within the plant, including the core and/or associated systems, is of sufficient magnitude and form that certain event sequences may potentially result in offsite doses at or above the consequence target defined in the LMP approach (discussed in Section 3.1.1).
- **Site characteristics:** The external hazards associated with the selected site or bounding site are of sufficient severity such that they may warrant additional design consideration to prevent potential radionuclide release in exceedance of consequence targets.

The analyses and evaluations presented here are most applicable to reactors that satisfy both criteria. For reactor designs with smaller potential source term or sited at locations with less severe external hazard threats, alternative approaches, such as deterministic or bounding analyses, may be sufficient for demonstrating design acceptability.

1.4 Structure

To provide initial findings on the tasks outlined above, the current work is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background information on external event regulation and guidance, including historical perspective and current seismic requirements. This is followed by Section 3, which details the current status of the LMP RIPB advanced reactor licensing framework and the associated TICAP guidance. A seismic demonstration analysis is also provided in this section utilizing the available guidance. Section 4 explores alternative performance-based approaches that could be used in conjunction with, or as part of, the LMP methodology. Lastly, Section 5 highlights key findings and suggested next steps.

It is important to note that example analyses provided in this document are to demonstrate the application of the methods discussed. However, external hazard analyses often require detailed and complex assessments. While efforts were made to develop example analyses that are representative of the key characteristics of the approaches, the required simplifications may not capture all important aspects regarding such assessments.
2 Background on External Hazard Regulation

This section provides background on the regulatory treatment of external hazards to inform the subsequent discussion of analysis approaches described in Sections 3 and 4. A review of the evolution of regulatory considerations is provided first. As the central focus of the current effort is the regulatory treatment of seismic events, the final subsection provides an overview of current guidance on regulatory seismic evaluations.

2.1 Historical Perspective

As the nuclear industry has matured, it has become apparent that, although the concept of “defense-in-depth” has been an effective approach to assuring the safe design of nuclear power plants (NPPs), external events, in particular seismic events and floods, have the potential to defeat multiple barriers of protection. This was made particularly apparent by the Fukushima accident in which a tsunami initiated by the Great Tohoku Earthquake [5] led to the meltdown of three reactors. Although some of the reasons the plant performed poorly in response to the event resulted from inadequate DID (e.g., failure to provide flood protection of emergency diesel generators), it was generally the lack of risk-informed design criteria that failed to recognize the threat of a low frequency, high magnitude tsunami. Historically in the United States, deterministic design criteria have been employed to protect against the failure of high hazard structures, such as dams and NPPs. The design criteria for very-low probability, high consequence natural hazards are based on a concept of “Probable Maximum” (such as Probable Maximum Precipitation, Probable Maximum Hurricane, Probable Maximum Flood), which are intended to reflect a very low frequency of a natural hazard but not an unphysical level of hazard (because there is a societal cost for over-conservatism) [6]. Inherently, the Probable Maximum approach is to a large degree subjective. Probable Maximum criteria compound multiple conservatisms, making it difficult to assess the associated likelihood. To provide assurance that the Probable Maximum values are sufficiently conservative, a typical criterion is that the associated natural phenomenon design threat level should exceed any event of that nature experienced in recorded history for that region. In fact, a tsunami of comparable magnitude to the one initiated by the Great Tohoku Earthquake tsunami that inundated the Fukushima reactors had been experienced in the historical record for the Fukushima region [5]. In this review of the history of the regulatory treatment of external events, only natural phenomena hazards are considered. Fire risk, which has for historical reasons been termed an external event risk, is excluded, as are acts of sabotage, warfare, chemical releases from neighboring transportation accidents, neighboring industrial facility accidents, and cyber attacks.

In the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) was formed, primarily to develop nuclear weapons, but with a secondary function to develop peaceful uses of atomic energy [7]. In 1947, a technical advisory committee, the Safeguards Committee, was established to advise the AEC. The Safeguards Committee had a major impact on developing the safety philosophy at the time. That philosophy was to “imagine the worst possible accident and to design safety apparatus guaranteeing that it could not happen.” [7] If the Committee could think of a plausible mishap worse than any discussed by the planner, the analysis was considered inadequate. In 1951 the AEC developed a requirement for a hazards-summary report for planned nuclear reactors, similar to what eventually became the preliminary safety analysis report. This report was to be completed prior to the decision to allow construction (although exceptions were made). The designer had to identify all known potential hazards and provide data and safety
evaluations, including earthquakes of various intensities. However, no special requirements beyond building codes were developed for NPPs. The hazards-summary report also indicated steps taken to minimize public health risks (“risk” in its more general sense than currently associated with probabilistic risk assessment). The AEC staff reviewed the report and submitted it to the Safeguards Committee for review and approval.

In 1953, the United States promoted an international program for the development of peaceful uses of atomic energy, highlighted by the Atoms for Peace presentation at the United Nations by President Eisenhower. In that year, the Safeguards Committee and an industrial development committee were reorganized into the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). The 1954 Atomic Energy Act gave the AEC responsibility for both the development and regulation of the atomic industry. The General Manager of the AEC informed the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in 1956 that the agency’s regulatory procedures were taking “all reasonable steps” to “minimize the probability of the occurrence of an accident,” and that if an accident did occur, its consequences would be minimal.

To better understand the likelihood and consequences of a major accident at a nuclear plant, the AEC undertook a study led by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). At the time, there had been some experimental work on fission product release from over-heated uranium dioxide fuel at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) as a basis for estimating potential fuel releases. However, the design concepts were not well developed, and there were no objective means of estimating accident frequencies. The results of the study were published in 1957 as “A Study of Possible Consequences if Certain Assumed Accidents, Theoretically Possible but Highly Improbable, Were to Occur in Large Nuclear Power Plants,” WASH-740 [8]. The probability estimates of severe accidents in the study were highly speculative. The analysis placed high confidence in the integrity of the containment building. The likelihood for substantial release from fuel and the reactor primary system ranged from 1:1000 to 1:10,000 per reactor year but for substantial release from containment ranged from 1:100,000 to 1:billion per reactor year, which are substantially smaller than current PRA assessments. However, the estimated consequences in terms of offsite release of radioactive material and early fatalities from radiation sickness for such a small assumed reactor power level (500 Mwt) were substantially higher than modern assessments, which are now based on an extensive database of severe accident research. Interestingly, there was no consideration of external events, such as seismic or flood events, as potential initiators of nuclear power plant accidents, other than a reference to possible “Acts of God” as initiators. As indicated in the following discussion, the potential importance of external hazards, such as seismic events, high winds, and floods as initiators of severe accidents was slow to be recognized in reactor regulations.

To support the development of siting criteria, the AEC developed the concept of a maximum credible accident (MCA) that could lead to a large release of radioactive material to the containment but would not fail containment [7]. It was presumed that by some mechanism, a large primary system pipe would rupture, pressurizing the containment and leading to substantial melting of fuel. The source term of radioactive material to containment for this accident was based on the report TID-14844 [9], which was used to assure that 25 rem whole-body doses (and 300 rem thyroid doses) were not exceeded at the exclusion area boundary and low population zone boundary for the plant. The 25 rem level was selected to provide margin to a dose level at which signs of radiation sickness would be expected and well below a level that could lead to early fatality. In recognition of the potential hazard associated with seismic events, a reactor could not be sited within one-half
mile of a known earthquake fault. Although there was a recognition that seismic activity should impact siting and design, there were no NPP-specific constraints imposed associated with the potential impacts of flooding or high winds on accident potential.

2.1.1 Introduction of External Event Design Criteria

There were five U.S. nuclear power plants in the U.S. designed to commercial National Building Code seismic standards, for which construction was initiated in the mid-1960s prior to the establishment of special seismic design requirements for safety-related (SR) SSCs. Except in areas of known high seismicity, the loads from high lateral winds dominated the seismic loads. Thus, for these early designs, seismic loads had little impact on design or construction. The National Building Code (UBC-67) lateral peak ground accelerations (PGAs) were based on return periods of 50 to 100 years, which correlate to Modified Mercalli intensity levels on the order of 0.1g PGA. At this level, structural damage is not expected even for structures not designed to withstand earthquakes. Although this PGA is low relative to current standards, at the time, structural response was based on elastic analysis, and whereas today, credit is allowed for inelastic behavior [10]. In 1963 Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and Narver, under contract to the AEC, prepared guidelines on existing seismic design criteria, methods of seismic analysis, and nuclear power plant specific hazards [11]. Other than recognizing that building codes vary by region depending on seismicity, this guide does not indicate a need for special criteria associated with NPP risks. The guide identifies the containment building as a robust tertiary barrier to the release of radioactive material to the environment unlikely to fail in a seismic event even if the other barriers fail.

In 1966, the AEC defined a “Maximum Hypothetical Earthquake (MHE),” as the largest earthquake in recorded history that had occurred within 300 km of the site with its epicenter intensity moved to the site.” [10] An example of the impact on plant requirements is the Connecticut Yankee NPP originally designed for 0.03g PGA, which was re-evaluated as 0.17g PGA after the plant was already under construction. The MHE nomenclature was redefined in the 1970s as the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), and an additional characteristic was defined as the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE). Although the OBE was typically characterized by 1/3 the PGA of the SSE, more conservative criteria and damping values were specified, such that in some instances, the OBE actually established the design limit [10]. If a plant were to be exposed to the vibratory loads of an SSE, SR SSCs would be expected to continue to provide their safety function, and there would be no significant release of radioactive material from the plant. Nevertheless, before restarting the plant, it would be necessary to provide assurance to the regulatory authority that the safety of the plant had not been compromised. In contrast, if the vibratory loads do not exceed the OBE, the plant would not be required to shut down unless critical safety functions have been identified as failed.

In 1967, the AEC developed General Design Criteria, which established high-level regulatory requirements for external hazards, including seismic design requirements to support applications for Construction Permits for NPPs [12]. Criterion 2 stated, “Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential to the prevention of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or to mitigation of their consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and erected to performance standards that will enable the facility to withstand, without loss of the capability to protect the public, the additional forces that might be imposed by natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, flooding conditions, winds, ice and other local site effects.” The design bases so established shall reflect “appropriate consideration of the most severe of these natural
phenomena that have been recorded to reflect uncertainties about the historical data and their suitability as a basis for design.”

The SSCs for which protection must be provided against external hazards were identified in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.29 (originally Safety Guide 29) [13] as those necessary to assure:

1. the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
2. the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or
3. the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in potential offsite exposures comparable to the 10CFR100 limits [14].

In August of 1973, the AEC issued RG 1.59 [6] establishing detailed guidelines for determining the magnitude of the Design Basis Flood complying with Criterion 2 of the General Design Criteria. The guide uses the term probable maximum flood (PMF) as a very conservative flood level consistent with the location of the plant near a river, lake, or seashore. Combinations of conservative assumptions are made in the analyses, such as the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) in combination with waves, such as the wave caused by multiple dam failures associated with a seismic event. Along lakeshores and coastlines, flood levels are associated with hurricanes, severe surges, and seiches superimposed with waves. Because of the combination of improbable events, it is difficult to assign a value to the frequency of a design basis flood. The data to support the determination of the design levels are typically based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, National and Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the U.S. Geologic Survey criteria.

2.1.2 Establishment of an Independent Regulatory Authority

In 1975, the NRC was formed, officially separating regulatory oversight functions from reactor development and representing a turning point in regulatory thought. Previously, in 1973 the AEC had initiated work on a quantitative probabilistic risk assessment of nuclear power plants, which was published in 1975 under the NRC as “The Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400 (using the AEC’s prefix for reports) [15]. The principal focus of WASH-1400 was the treatment of internally initiated events (e.g., initiated by equipment failure or loss of offsite power combined with hardware failures). Although the likelihood of various external forces such as earthquakes, floods, and tornadoes that could cause accidents was also analyzed, the treatment of external event risk in WASH-1400 was generally limited. WASH-1400 concluded that seismic events would not be important contributors to nuclear power plant risk.

Shortly following the transition from the AEC to the NRC, a Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) was issued, providing reviewers guidelines for evaluating new applications for the construction of NPPs. To evaluate the extent to which previously approved applications satisfied these new criteria, a Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was undertaken in 1977 for a sample of ten older plants [16]. The SEP program identified the following aspects of natural phenomena hazards that should be reviewed for operating reactors:

- SEP Issue 1.2 Dam Integrity and Site Flooding
- SEP Issue 1.3 Site Hydrology and Ability to Withstand Floods
- SEP Issue 1.5 Tornado Missiles
- SEP Issue 2.1 Severe Weather Effects on Structures
- SEP Issue 2.4 Seismic Design of SSCs
SEP Issue 3.1.1 Shutdown Systems
SEP Issue 3.1.2 Electrical Instrumentation and Controls

The SEP issues were ultimately resolved in 1995 based on insights gained from the Individual Plant Examinations on External Events (IPEEE) study (as discussed in Section 2.1.4).

In 1978, the NRC initiated a Seismic Safety Margins Program at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) [17], which developed a seismic methodology, including methods for the treatment of common cause failures. The first full-scope PRAs to realistically address external events were performed in this time period, including the Zion Probabilistic Safety Study [18]. In 1982 the NRC assembled a working group of government and industry PRA practitioners to develop a PRA Procedures Guide [19], which in addition to procedures for the analysis of internal event risk, includes guidelines for the performance of external event risk assessments, including seismic, wind and flood risks. Although the Procedures Guide supported the use of screening criteria to enable PRA analysts to ignore events that provide a negligible contribution to risk, it does not provide specific screening criteria for different natural hazards, which could have provided a basis for the screening of the risk associated with a very low probability event (e.g. the risk associated with a meteorite impacting an operating nuclear power plant or a lower bound frequency for the analysis of a seismic event).

2.1.3 Transition to Risk-Informed, Performance-Based Regulation

Despite initial reluctance to base regulation on risk analysis, the potential benefits of risk-informing regulations and establishing risk metrics to support the regulatory oversight of operating plants led to increasing reliance on risk assessment. In 1986 the NRC issued the Safety Goals Policy Statement [20] with the objective of assuring that NPPs would introduce “insignificant” incremental risk to members of the public relative to other risks to which the public is exposed. Whereas WASH-1400 had compared NPP accident risks with risks experienced by the U.S. population as a whole, the safety goals addressed the risks to people living in the near neighborhood of a plant. In addition to qualitative safety goals, the policy statement provided the two quantitative health objectives (QHOs) associated with the fatality risk to people within one mile of the plant and cancer fatality risk to people within ten miles of the plant.

In 1989, NUREG-1150 [21] was issued as a reanalysis of the two WASH-1400 plants, as well as three additional plants, with methods that had been developed by a decade of research. The results of NUREG-1150 indicated that the five plants analyzed satisfied the QHOs by a large margin, including associated uncertainties in the analysis. External events analyses were performed for two of the five plants. Based on conservative analyses, wind and flood risks were screened from the analysis. However, the seismic risk values were assessed to be comparable to the internal event risks for the two plants but had very broad uncertainties. Separate seismic hazard curves were obtained from the elicitation of expert judgment for an LLNL team of experts and for an EPRI team of experts that had significant differences, with the LLNL team’s assessment providing a substantially higher seismic threat than the EPRI team. To resolve the differences and to provide a methodology for future elicitations, an approach to incorporating differences in expert judgments regarding the seismic hazard at a site was developed by a Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC) [22].
2.1.4 Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE)

Because of the recognized safety insights obtained from PRAs that had been performed for a few specific nuclear plants, the NRC established a requirement for Individual Plant Examination (IPE) risk studies for internal events for all plants in 1989 [23] and expanded that to include IPEEE in 1991 [24]. The findings of the IPEEE studies, provided in NUREG-1742 [25], include the following:

**Seismic Risk Analysis:** Two types of analyses were performed, seismic probabilistic risk assessments (SPRAs) and seismic margins analyses (SMAs) in which an assessment is made of the high probability of a low confidence of failure (HCLPF) for safety-significant SSCs and the plant as a whole. With respect to the SPRA results, most plants reported seismic core damage frequencies (CDFs) between 1E-5 per year and 1E-4 per year. The second group fell between 1E-6 per year and 1E-5 per year. Only a few plants reported frequencies greater than 1E-4 per year or less than 1E-6 per year. With respect to the SMA results, the margins of older plants were reported to be similar to those of newer plants constructed to more stringent criteria, indicating that those designs had been upgraded appropriately in the interim. In no cases was the reported plant HCLPF value less than the associated plant SSE. Potential vulnerabilities were identified for low-ruggedness relays (with the potential for relay chatter) and for block walls in several of the IPEEEs.

**High Winds, Floods, and Other (HFO) External Events:** One of the requirements of the IPEEE was the performance of a walk-down to search for vulnerabilities. Based on whether the plant conformed to the NRC’s Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800), plants were required to determine whether the original plant design criterion was acceptably low (less than 1E-5 per year). If not, the plant could either perform a bounding analysis to show that the associated CDF contribution was less than 1E-6 per year or perform an external events PRA. For those cases in which risk analysis was performed, for high winds and tornadoes, CDF results varied from less than 2E-7 per year to 6E-5 per yr. For external floods, CDFs varied from 2E-8 per year to 7E-6 per year. One plant reported an improvement in door penetration seals to protect against external flooding resulting in a decrease in CDF from 1E-4 per year to 1E-7 per year.

2.1.5 Fukushima Earthquake and Tsunami

On March 11, 2011, the Great Tohoku magnitude 9.0 earthquake impacted the four Fukushima Daiichi NPPs, but more importantly, produced a massive tsunami that over-flowed the plant’s tsunami barrier, flooded the plants, and led to melt-down of the three units operating at the time of the event [5]. In response, the NRC undertook a number of actions, including requirements for U.S. plants to review the potential for seismic or flooding-induced core meltdown accidents. Considerable concern was raised regarding vulnerability to upstream dam failures, as well as the potential for cascading dam failures. A requirement was also developed for additional safety equipment, referred to as FLEX equipment, which would be housed and protected against the initial threat but could be moved to the plant to provide long-term cooling capability.

In July of 2011, The Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights from the Fukushima Daiichi Accident made “Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21st Century,” which laid the groundwork for many of the subsequent changes in reactor regulation, particularly with regards
to external event hazards and beyond design basis accidents [26]. An important observation of the Task Force relates to what constitutes “adequate protection” as an evolving concept. Plants had largely been licensed and regulated within the context of established design bases for SR SSCs, technical specifications, safety-related programs (such as the plant’s maintenance and fire protection programs), and compliance with associated restrictions, such as quality assurance standards. Some exceptions, requiring special safety requirements such as Station Blackout and Anticipated Transients without Scram, had been recognized as beyond design basis events requiring regulatory oversight. However, the results of PRAs, lessons learned from the TMI-2 accident, and lessons learned from the Fukushima accident have expanded NRC’s treatment of beyond design basis accidents and extreme natural phenomena hazards beyond their design bases.

Although DID has long been an important element of the framework of NPP safety from the viewpoints of diversity and redundancy, the Fukushima accident demonstrated the need to extend the concept of DID to the consideration of extreme natural phenomena hazards and beyond design basis conditions (for example, failure to protect diesel generators from a low-frequency external flooding event). Recommendation 1 states: “The Task Force recommends establishing a logical, systematic, and coherent regulatory framework for adequate protection that appropriately balances defense-in-depth and risk considerations.”

### 2.2 Current External Hazard Design Basis Analysis Guidance

As highlighted in the preceding subsection, Criterion 2 of the General Design Criteria (Appendix A to Part 50) provides criteria for Protection Against Natural Phenomena, as outlined below. The current wording has also been adopted as-is for all advanced reactor types as part of the Advanced Reactor Design Criteria in RG 1.232 [27].

**Criterion 2:** Design bases for protection against natural phenomena. Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and seiches without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. The design bases for these structures, systems, and components shall reflect: (1) Appropriate consideration of the most severe of the natural phenomena that have been historically reported for the site and surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and period of time in which the historical data have been accumulated, (2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena and (3) the importance of the safety functions to be performed.

In the implementation of this criterion, the current guidance regarding the determination of design basis external hazards is varied, as outlined in Table 2-1. Frequency information has been utilized to inform the selection of the design basis level of several, but not all, external hazards. Of those that do incorporate frequency insights, there is no current consensus regarding the appropriate frequency of occurrence for the design basis external hazard level.
Table 2-1: Regulatory Treatment of External Hazards (Adapted from Ref [28])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External Event</th>
<th>Guidance</th>
<th>Frequencies Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (rain, snow)</td>
<td>R.G. 1.206 Combined License Applications for NPPs</td>
<td>Historical information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricanes</td>
<td>R.G. 1.221 Design Basis Hurricane and Hurricane Missiles for NPPs</td>
<td>Design basis hurricane wind speeds should correspond to an exceedance frequency of 1E-7 per yr (calculated as best estimate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tornadoes</td>
<td>R.G. 1.76 Design Basis Tornado and Tornado Missiles for NPPs</td>
<td>Design basis tornado wind speed should correspond to an exceedance frequency of 1E-7 per yr (calculated as best estimate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Flooding</td>
<td>R.G. 1.59 Design Basis Floods for NPPs</td>
<td>Historical information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic</td>
<td>R.G. 1.208 A Performance-Based Approach to Define the Site-Specific Earthquake Ground Motion</td>
<td>A target value of 1E-5 per yr for the mean exceedance frequency of the onset of significant inelastic deformation (detailed further in Section 2.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Current Requirements and Guidance for Seismic Hazard Analysis

Detailed descriptions of seismic requirements and their current implementation are available (see refs [29-31]), and a brief overview is provided here to inform the discussion in subsequent sections. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the MHE nomenclature was redefined as the SSE and OBE in the 1970s. The current implementation of the SSE is defined in terms of both a PGA\(^1\) and response spectrum. Beginning in 1997, the SSE determination was guided by RG 1.165 [32], which utilized the basic principle that new reactors should be designed to earthquake levels (in terms of annual probability of exceedance) that are more conservative than the median design ground motions for a set of the current operating fleet [29]. Based on an analysis of 28 operating sites, an annual exceedance frequency of 1E-5 per year based on the median hazard curve was established.

In 2010, RG 1.165 was superseded by RG 1.208 [33], which offered a performance-based approach to defining a site-specific ground motion response spectrum (GMRS) based on the method in ASCE 43-05 [34]. The approach in RG 1.208 is fundamentally different than that in RG 1.165. While RG 1.165 utilized a hazard-consistent approach, RG 1.208 uses a derivation of the risk-consistent methodology in ASCE 43-05 [33]. In this approach, uniform hazard response spectra (UHRS) are defined at different annual exceedance frequencies. A design factor (DF) is established depending on the slope of the hazard curve and is utilized to calculate the GMRS. The details of this approach for the establishment of a SSE PGA will be discussed further in Section 4.1.

In parallel to the evolution of SSE determination, developments were also ongoing regarding the analysis of beyond design basis seismic events for new reactor licensees. SECY-93-087 [35] recommended that PRA insights support a margins-type assessment of seismic events for license

---

\(^1\) PGA is typically determined based on the horizontal spectrum acceleration at 100Hz.
applicants. The seismic margins approach recommendation included the consideration of a sequence-level HCLPF for all sequences leading to core damage or containment failure at a value twice that of the SSE. In other words, the HCLPF value\(^2\) of the seismic fragilities of those event sequences leading to core damage or containment failure was to be compared to a ground motion of twice the SSE, as an evaluation of beyond design basis accident performance. In response, EPRI recommended the use of a 1.5 multiplier, which was seen as more consistent with the operating fleet [35]. In the Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM) in response to SECY-93-067 [36], the commission approved a multiplier value of 1.67 of the SSE.

In 2010, DC/COL-ISG-020 [37] further clarified the implementation of the PRA-based seismic margins analysis for new reactor applications. The event sequences considered in the margins analysis should include those leading to core damage or containment failures, including applicable sequences leading to the following containment failures:

1. loss of containment integrity,
2. loss of containment isolation, and
3. loss of function for prevention of containment bypass. The operating modes to be considered include at power (full power), low power, and shutdown.

In addition, a plant-level HCLPF value should be determined, in terms of PGA, based on the sequence-level analysis. At the design stage, the analysis utilizes the certified seismic design response spectra\(^3\) (CSDRS) PGA to represent the SSE, while the GMRS PGA is utilized as the SSE for site-specific evaluations. If the plant-level HCLPF value is less than 167% of the SSE, then two options are available to the plant designer [37]:

1. The applicant identifies the affected SSCs and upgrades their capacity to ensure that the plant-level HCLPF capacity be maintained at the level of 1.67 times the SSE PGA.
2. The applicant performs full convolution of sequence fragility for all sequences with a potential to lead to core damage with the mean hazard curve to develop risk metrics to demonstrate that the seismic risk is acceptably low for the licensed plant. This option is reviewed and accepted by the NRC on a case-by-case basis.

Further guidance regarding the performance of HCLPF assessments and the viewpoint of the NRC on related technical aspects can be found in the Japan Lessons-Learned Project document [38]. Although this document is not directly applicable to new reactor licensing, certain discussions within the document are informative for subsequent sections of this report.

---

\(^2\) HCLPF is measure of seismic ruggedness. HCLPF is defined as the earthquake motion level at which there is a high (95 percent) confidence of a low (at most 5 percent) probability of failure. Using the lognormal fragility model, the HCLPF capacity is expressed as \(A_m \exp \left[-1.65(\beta_R + \beta_u)\right]\).

\(^3\) The site-independent seismic design response spectra that have been approved under Subpart B, “Standard Design Certifications,” of 10 CFR Part 52, “Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals for Nuclear Power Plants” (Ref. 5), as the seismic design response spectra for a nuclear power plant using an approved certified standard design [37].
3 Risk-Informed Performance-Based Approach

This section explores the treatment of external hazards as part of a RIPB framework for advanced reactor licensing. This begins with a review of recent guidance from the LMP and TICAP efforts and is followed by an example seismic analysis. The section concludes with an overview of the challenges and benefits of the RIPB approach for external hazards, focusing on those events of a low frequency of occurrence.

3.1 Recent RIPB Guidance

For the current effort, the guidance from the LMP and TICAP were utilized as the RIPB licensing approach under consideration. The portions of guidance pertinent to external hazards analysis are briefly reviewed here, with complete details available in refs [39, 40].

3.1.1 LMP Approach

In the LMP approach, risk information and complementary deterministic analyses are utilized as part of the development of an affirmative safety case, which informs decisions regarding licensing basis event (LBE) selection, SSC classification, and the evaluation of DID. Figure 3-2 outlines the LMP process for LBE selection and evaluation using the event sequences identified within the PRA. Once identified, the LBEs are categorized based on their frequency of occurrence utilizing the regions depicted in Figure 3-1, which include the Anticipated Operational Occurrence (AOO), Design Basis Event (DBE), and Beyond Design Basis Event (BDBE) regions. This process is also intertwined with the identification of required safety functions (RSFs) and the selection of safety-related (SR) SSCs, as will be discussed. Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) are derived from those LBEs within the DBE region and are re-evaluated to demonstrate compliance with dose criteria utilizing only SR SSCs.

![Figure 3-1: LMP Frequency-Consequence Target Curve [39]](image-url)
Through this process, RSFs are identified that are necessary for the preservation of plant safety. The SSCs that perform the RSFs are identified (or selected) and are evaluated for safety classification. More formally, SSC classification is performed based on the criteria outlined below and utilizing the process shown in Figure 3-3. This includes the categorization of non-safety-related with special treatment (NSRST) SSCs.

- **Safety-Related:**
  - SSCs selected by the designer from the SSCs that are available to perform the RSFs to mitigate the consequences of DBEs to within the LBE F-C Target, and to
mitigate DBAs that only rely on the SR SSCs to meet the dose limits of 10 CFR 50.34 using conservative assumptions

- SSCs selected by the designer and relied on to perform RSFs to prevent the frequency of BDBE with consequences greater than the 10 CFR 50.34 dose limits from increasing into the DBE region and beyond the F-C Target

- **Non-Safety-Related with Special Treatment (NSRST):**
  - Non-safety-related SSCs relied on to perform risk-significant functions. Risk-significant SSCs are those that perform functions that prevent or mitigate any LBE from exceeding the F-C Target or make significant contributions to the cumulative risk metrics selected for evaluating the total risk from all analyzed LBEs
  - Non-safety-related SSCs relied on to perform functions requiring special treatment for DID adequacy

- **Non-Safety-Related with No Special Treatment (NST):**
  - All other SSCs (with no special treatment required)

---

DID adequacy is assured through qualitative and quantitative evaluations, as outlined by the guidelines in Table 3-1. The quantitative guidelines follow the categorization of LBEs and satisfaction of the QHOs with sufficient margin. Qualitative guideline examples include minimizing the challenges to SR SSCs and preventing an overdependency on single barriers or systems for plant safety.
Within the LMP approach, the analysis of external hazards primarily centers on the determination of design basis hazard levels (DBHLS), which are the level of external hazard severity that SR SSCs are designed to withstand. The concept is to ensure that the design requirements of SR SSCs protect them against hazards with a frequency as low as 1E-4 per plant-year, which aligns with the frequency threshold for the DBE region.

The licensing impact of external events of lower frequency than DBHLS is implicit within other steps of the LMP process, such as the SSC classification process and DID evaluation. For example, as part of the SSC classification criteria, sensitivity analyses are performed for BDBE LBEs to identify important SSCs that may warrant NSRST designation. Similarly, DID evaluations examine

---

4 Referred to as Design Basis External Hazard Levels or DBEHLs in NEI 18-04.
the importance of particular SSCs and the possibility for common cause failures due to the impact of external hazards.

Since the focus of the current project is on low frequency events, which likely do not require evaluation for the identification of SR SSCs following the LMP guidance, the NSRST SSC designation and associated requirements are of primary interest. As outlined in NEI 18-04, the purpose of the NSRST designation is the assurance of the capability and reliability of SSCs necessary to perform risk-significant functions or those functions important to DID. The determination of these SSCs is through the sensitivity analyses performed in accordance with the criteria above. LMP adopted the definition of special treatment that is provided in Regulatory Guide 1.201 [41], which was developed for implementing 10 CFR 50.69:

“...special treatment refers to those requirements that provide increased assurance beyond normal industrial practices that structures, systems, and components (SSCs) perform their design-basis functions.”

Therefore, for NSRST SSCs, special treatment requirements are those actions beyond normal industrial practices that provide reasonable confidence that the SSCs will perform their functions represented in the associated LBEs. Assurance is accomplished by achieving and monitoring the level of reliability and availability for the SSC that are determined to be necessary to meet the criteria of the associated LBE(s) [39]. Potentially applicable special treatment categories for NSRST SSCs are outlined in Table 3-2. NEI 18-04 notes that this table is general guidance only and should not be viewed as prescriptive. The applicability of any special treatment should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and in the context of the SSC functions in the prevention and mitigation of applicable LBEs.

NEI 18-04 recommends that all NSRST SSCs should be incorporated into a Reliability Assurance Program (RAP), similar to that in SRP 17.4 [42], as the reliability and availability targets established in the RAP are used to focus special treatment requirements that are “necessary and sufficient” to achieve these targets. The capability and reliability targets for NSRST SSCs are derived from the LBEs responsible for the safety classification. The following subsection explores how the identified DBHLs and NSRST special treatment requirements related to external hazards could be documented within a Safety Analysis Report (SAR).
Table 3-2: Summary of Potential Special Treatments for NSRST SSCs [39]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Treatment Category¹</th>
<th>Available Guidance²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document basis for SSC categorization by Integrated Decision-Making Process</td>
<td>Essentially the same as 10 CFR 50.69(e), Guidance in RG 1.201, NEI-00-04 for all SSCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document evaluation of adequacy of special treatment to support SSC categorization</td>
<td>Essentially the same as 10 CFR 50.69(d), Guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.201, NEI-00-04 for RISC-1 SSCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change control process to monitor performance and manage SSC categorization</td>
<td>Essentially the same as 10 CFR 50.69(e), Guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.201, NEI-00-04 for RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability Assurance Program including reliability and availability targets for SSCs in performance of PRA Safety Functions</td>
<td>Essentially same as Reliability Assurance Program in SRP 17.4 for safety-significant SSCs, Guidance in SRP Chapter 19.3, ASME Section XI Reliability and Integrity Management Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Requirements for SSC capability to mitigate challenges reflected in LBEs</td>
<td>Guidance in this guidance document, MHTGR Preliminary Safety Information mitigate challenges reflected in LBEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Program that assures targets for SSC availability and effectiveness of maintenance to meet SSC reliability targets</td>
<td>Essentially same as 10 CFR 50.65 Maintenance Rule; link to MR consistent with 10 CFR 50.69 for RISC-1 (SR) and RISC-2 (NSRST) SSCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensee Event Reports</td>
<td>Essentially same as 10 CFR 50.69(f), Guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.201, NEI-00-04 for RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User provided Quality Assurance Program for non-safety SSCs</td>
<td>QA requirements consistent with SRP 17.4 (Reliability Assurance Program) User provided Quality Assurance (QA) Program for non-safety SSCs performance-based and not compliance based; guidance in SRP 17.5 Quality Assurance for non-safety-related SSCs, 10 CFR 50.69, SRP 1.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Specifications</td>
<td>10 CFR 50.36, SRP, MHTGR Preliminary Safety Information Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic design basis</td>
<td>Essentially the same as for existing reactors for SR SSCs 10 CFR 100 Appendix A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-service and risk-informed in-service inspections</td>
<td>See Regulatory Guide 1.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-service and in-service testing</td>
<td>In-service testing needs to be integrated with Reliability Assurance Program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The need for this special treatment for any NSRST is determined on a case-by-case basis, and when applicable, is applied to the specific functions to prevent and mitigate the applicable LBEs. This is determined via an integrated decision-making process.

² The references in this column are mostly applicable to LWRs, and hence they are offered as providing useful guidance. In this column, the term “essentially” is used to mean that non-LWR guidance under this process may need to be developed because the referenced documents were developed specifically for LWRs in which risk insights have been “back-fit.” Not all references in this column have been formally endorsed by the NRC.
3.1.2 **TICAP Guidance**

Draft guidance from TICAP provides useful insights into the inclusion of external hazard analysis information and results within a safety analysis report (SAR), including its impact on factors such as SSC classification. Following this guidance, DBHLs are to be specified in Chapter 6, which captures design requirements for SR SSCs. Chapter 5.5 of the SAR documents the NSRST SSCs derived from both the risk significant and DID evaluation criteria. For risk significant NSRST SSCs (RS-NSRST-SSC), each SSC is outlined along with the applicable LBEs, which resulted in the safety classification, as shown in Table 3-3. This includes the PRA Safety Function (PSF), which outlines the functions of the SSCs responsible for preventing or mitigating an unplanned radionuclide release. A similar approach is used for those NSRST SSCs that are required for DID (DID-NSRST-SSCs), as outlined in Table 3-4.

### Table 3-3: Example SAR RS-NSRST-SSC Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSRST SSC</th>
<th>LBEs</th>
<th>LBE Type (AOO, DBE, or BDBE)</th>
<th>PSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS-NSRST-SSC&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>LBE&lt;sub&gt;RS-1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;RS-1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-NSRST SSC&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>LBE&lt;sub&gt;RS-2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;RS-2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-NSRST SSC&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>LBE&lt;sub&gt;N&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;RS-N&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3-4: Example SAR DID-NSRST-SSC Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSRST SSC</th>
<th>LBEs</th>
<th>LBE Type (AOO, DBE, or BDBE)</th>
<th>PSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DID-NSRST-SSC&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>LBE&lt;sub&gt;DID-11&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;DID-11&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBE&lt;sub&gt;DID-12&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;DID-12&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBE&lt;sub&gt;DID-1n&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;DID-1n&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional DID-NSRST SSCs...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This information is followed in Chapter 5.6 of the SAR by the complementary design criteria for the NSRST SSCs, which are derived from the success criteria for the PSFs defined previously. The complementary design criteria for the NSRST SSCs are directly tied to the success criteria established in the PRA for the PSFs responsible for the SSC classification as NSRST. This information is outlined in a table such as Table 3-5. The example analysis of the following subsection will provide an example of how this information could be derived.
Chapter 7 of the SAR outlines the NSRST SSC criteria and capabilities, which includes the specific special treatment requirements and the system description. The special treatment requirements are provided in a table such as Table 3-6, as part of SAR Chapter 7.1. These would align with those special treatments selected with the guidance from Table 3-2. The system description is provided in Chapter 7.2 and should contain the information outlined below:

- Simplified schematic diagram
- Narrative design descriptions that address the design aspects relevant to the performance of the safety significant functions systems including:
  - the system purpose in the context of supporting the safety significant functions
  - significant functional performance-based characteristics in performing safety significant functions
  - system location
  - key design features relevant to performance of safety significant functions
  - seismic and industry (e.g. ASME, IEEE) code classifications and the design codes applicable to the NSRST SSC,
  - description of system operation including a description of the performance modes of operation of the system relevant to the safety significant functions.
  - Identification of any operator actions needed to implement safety significant functions
  - controls and displays needed to support safety significant functions
  - logic circuits and interlocks needed to support safety significant functions
  - electric power, support systems, and interface requirements needed to support the safety significant functions
  - equipment to be qualified for harsh environments as needed to meet SR SSC special treatment requirements defined in Section 7.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSRST SSC</th>
<th>PRA Safety Function</th>
<th>PSF Success Criterion</th>
<th>Complementary Design Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSRST SSC</td>
<td>PSF₁₁</td>
<td>Success criterion for PSF₁₁</td>
<td>Design criterion for PSF₁₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSF₁₂</td>
<td>Success criterion for PSF₁₂</td>
<td>Design criterion for PSF₁₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSF₁ₙ</td>
<td>Success criterion for PSF₁ₙ</td>
<td>Design criterion for PSF₁ₙ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional NSRST SSCs</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Example Analysis

A simplified seismic hazard example is presented here to demonstrate the application of the LMP approach for an external hazard analysis. The seismic external hazard was selected, as it is the most common external hazard to be treated using a probabilistic approach. In addition, current efforts by SwRI, supported by the NRC, on seismic hazard analysis as part of a RIPB approach provide additional guidance on such analyses [4]. However, as described in subsequent sections, the seismic example and the resulting findings are generally applicable to any external hazard addressed through a probabilistic approach.

3.2.1 PRA Development

For the example, a representative advanced reactor design is utilized, based on experience with sodium fast reactor concepts. Rather than assessing a complete seismic PRA, a specific seismic initiator was selected to reduce the scope of the example analysis. Seismically-induced loss-of-offsite-power (S-LOOP) was chosen, as it is likely a generically applicable scenario to most advanced reactor designs.

Before assessing the S-LOOP scenario, an internal events LOOP event tree was constructed for the representative advanced reactor system and is provided in Figure 3-4. For the plant, a SCRAM functionality provides reactivity control. Heat removal is possible through either the balance of plant, operating in a passive mode due to the LOOP event (BOP_P), or a dedicated passive heat removal system (SHR)\(^5\). Only passive heat removal pathways are considered as many advanced reactor designs do not include diesel generators for the preservation of active heat removal in LOOP scenarios. Significant radionuclide release due to fuel overheating is only possible if both heat removal pathways fail. If this were to occur, a confinement system (CONF) limits radionuclide transport to the environment. However, for confinement to operate successfully at its designed leak-rate, it must isolate flowpaths that are typically available during normal operation, such as HVAC pathways. As outlined in Table 3-7, offsite consequences are predicted to occur if radionuclide release from the fuel occurs. However, the magnitude of the release to the environment is greatly

\(^5\) The dedicated passive heat removal system is referred to as the “safety” heat removal system in the event tree, due to its designation as SR in subsequent LMP analyses.
reduced if confinement isolation is successful (ES_3). Random system failure probabilities for the event tree are provided in Table 3-8 and are approximated based on current advanced reactor system reliabilities.

![Figure 3-4: Internal Events LOOP Event Tree](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Sequence</th>
<th>Offsite Consequence (rem)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES_1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES_2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES_3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES_4</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>LOOP Failure Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCRAM</td>
<td>1E-6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOP_P</td>
<td>1E-3 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHR</td>
<td>1E-5 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONF</td>
<td>1E-3 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the limited scope of this analysis, each event sequence from the LOOP event tree is considered a separate event sequence family (ESF) for subsequent consideration as an LBE in the LMP analysis. In a full PRA, the event sequences could potentially be grouped with other similar event sequences to form ESFs. The ESFs and LBEs are explored further in Section 3.2.2.

For the S-LOOP analysis, the draft SwRI guidance provided in ref [4] was utilized to inform the assessment. Figure 3-5 outlines the RIPB seismic design and LBE selection process from the guidance. Following this approach, seismic hazard information for the site (or for a bounding site) is prepared. Based on preliminary SSC designs, associated fragilities are determined in accordance with seismic design criteria (SDC) and limit states (LS) from applicable codes, such as ASCE 43. The seismic hazard information and SSC fragilities are then used to conduct the seismic PRA and the results are evaluated through the LMP analysis steps outlined in Section 3.1.1. This includes the potential addition of new LBEs, additional SSC classifications, and the evaluation of DID adequacy. In addition, there is a potential for modifications to SSC SDCs or LSs to address the impact on the licensing-related decisions.
Following this process, a representative seismic hazard curve was developed for the example plant. The seismic hazard curve family, shown in Figure 3-6, is based on a curve for a nuclear power plant in the Central Eastern United States and represents the PGA (100Hz). In the next step of the process, the preliminary seismic design of SSCs is established. There are multiple ways this can be accomplished, and the SwRI process utilizes the performance targets of ASCE 43 to select SDCs and LS. For the example analysis, the fragilities of the plant systems, presented in Table 3-9, were based on preliminary designs of similar systems in advanced reactor concepts.
For the S-LOOP scenario, the event tree is similar to the internal events LOOP version but with a separation of the seismic initiator and the probability of LOOP, as shown in Figure 3-7. It is important to note that the failure probabilities calculated for use in the S-LOOP event tree include both random and seismically-induced failures. The event sequence identifiers are the same as the internal events LOOP analysis but with the “S_” prefix. The process to calculate the S-LOOP event sequence frequencies and the development of ESFs is detailed in Appendix A, with results discussed in the following subsection.

![Figure 3-6: Example Seismic Hazard Curve (PGA)](image)

**Figure 3-6: Example Seismic Hazard Curve (PGA)**

![Table 3-9: Component Seismic Fragilities](table)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>$\Lambda_m (g)$</th>
<th>$\beta_r$</th>
<th>$\beta_u$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offsite Power (S-LOOP)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCRAM</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOP_P</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHR</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONF</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3-9: Component Seismic Fragilities**

For the S-LOOP scenario, the event tree is similar to the internal events LOOP version but with a separation of the seismic initiator and the probability of LOOP, as shown in Figure 3-7. It is important to note that the failure probabilities calculated for use in the S-LOOP event tree include both random and seismically-induced failures. The event sequence identifiers are the same as the internal events LOOP analysis but with the “S_” prefix. The process to calculate the S-LOOP event sequence frequencies and the development of ESFs is detailed in Appendix A, with results discussed in the following subsection.

![Figure 3-7: S-LOOP Event Tree](figure)
3.2.2  **LBE Analysis and F-C Curve Comparison**

With the information from the LOOP and S-LOOP analyses, the next step is to process the modeled ESFs into applicable LBEs for categorization and comparison to the F-C curve. As previously stated, each of the event sequences in the LOOP event tree was considered a separate ESF for the internal LOOP analysis, resulting in a total of four ESFs. Similarly, for the seismic analysis, each of the four event sequences from the S-LOOP event tree (with accounting for hazard curve/fragility convolution described in Appendix A) was considered a separate ESF.

Figure 3-8 provides the categorization of the ESFs from the internal LOOP event tree. As the results show, ESF_1 falls within the AOO region while ESF_2 would be considered a DBE. Due to the high reliability of the heat removal systems, ESF_3 is orders of magnitude below the frequency cutoff for BDBEs, even when considering the 95th percentile of the frequency. The 95th percentile frequency value of ESF_4 is below the frequency cutoff for the plot. These results are summarized in Table 3-10. All four event sequences easily satisfy the consequence target values of the F-C curve. Therefore, the internal LOOP LBEs would not appear to be a motivator for design or SSC modifications.

![Internal Event LOOP ESFs](image)

**Figure 3-8: Internal Event LOOP ESFs**

---

6 ESF_4 is below the frequency cutoff for the plot.
Given the convolution of the seismic hazard curve and SSC fragilities, the S-LOOP event sequence categorization is more complex. The resulting ESFs from the analysis described in Appendix A are provided in Figure 3-9 and Table 3-11. The 95th frequency of S_ESF_1 would result in it being assessed as a DBE, while S_ESF_2 and S_ESF_3 are located within the BDBE region. Although the mean of S_ESF_4 is below the 5E-7 per year threshold, the 95th percentile of the frequency exceeds this value. Therefore, S_ESF_4 is evaluated as a BDBE.

Table 3-10: Internal Event LOOP ESFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Sequence Family</th>
<th>Frequency (/yr)</th>
<th>LBE Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF_1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF_2</td>
<td>1.3E-5</td>
<td>1E-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF_3</td>
<td>4.0E-11</td>
<td>1E-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF_4</td>
<td>1.5E-14</td>
<td>1E-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-11: S-LOOP ESFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Sequence Family</th>
<th>Frequency (/plant yr)</th>
<th>LBE Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_ESF_1</td>
<td>8.9E-7</td>
<td>7.5E-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_ESF_2</td>
<td>1.8E-7</td>
<td>1.0E-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_ESF_3</td>
<td>1.1E-8</td>
<td>1.3E-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_ESF_4</td>
<td>3.7E-9</td>
<td>3.3E-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While the results in Figure 3-9 and Table 3-11 provide the results of the S-LOOP analysis, they do not capture how the plant behavior changes with varying levels of ground motion. For the two S-LOOP ESFs with non-zero associated doses (S_ESF_3 and S_ESF_4), the event sequence frequency is a tradeoff between the increase in the likelihood of SSC failures due to higher PGA values versus the reduced frequency of the more severe seismic event occurring. Figure 3-10 contains the frequency density function (similar to a probability density function but utilizing the event frequency) for S_ESF_3. As the plot demonstrates, this event sequence has the highest likelihood of occurrence at approximately 0.65g, with an almost trivial likelihood of occurrence below 0.4g. Similarly, Figure 3-11 contains the same plot for S_ESF_4, which peaks in likelihood at approximately 1.23g, with a negligible frequency below approximately 0.6g. Even though a larger ground motion is more likely to result in S_ESF_4, the reduced frequency of the seismic event results in a lower overall frequency.
The trend highlighted in the previous plots is also captured by the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of each S-LOOP ESF shown in Figure 3-12. This plot highlights the change in cumulative ESF frequency with ground motion. In addition, the plot shows at what ground motion level the ESF enters a LBE region based on its frequency. For example, the mean frequency of S_ESF_3 enters the BDBE region at 0.90g. As mentioned previously, the mean frequency of S_ESF_4 remains below the BDBE threshold. The peak value of each ESF (at ground motion level 0g) is the frequency of the ESF utilized in the LBE analysis, provided in Table 3-11.

![S_ESF CCDF](image)

**Figure 3-12: S-LOOP ESFs CCDF**

The S-LOOP analysis results in four new LBEs, including one (S_ESF_4) that currently exceeds the F-C curve due to the extent of the frequency uncertainty bounds. There are several avenues available to the plant designer to address this LBE, including the following:

- **Plant Modifications**: The designers may make modifications to the plant design to reduce the frequency or consequence of the LBE of concern such that it no longer exceeds the F-C curve upon re-evaluation. This option is explored further below.

- **Uncertainty Reduction**: Efforts can be made to reduce the uncertainty associated with the LBE of concern, which may result in the uncertainty bounds no longer exceeding the F-C curve.

- **Analysis Refinement**: The typically binary nature of PRA event trees may result in simplifying assumptions impacting the resulting frequency or consequence of the LBE of concern. Increased analysis detail may allow further refinement of these characteristics, potentially resulting in the LBE no longer exceeding the F-C curve.
• **Defense-in-Depth Justification:** It may be possible to demonstrate the regulatory acceptability of the LBE of concern due to DID protections of the public, such as emergency planning protections or the available time for evacuation.

• **Alternative Approaches:** Utilization of alternative approaches to demonstrate regulatory acceptability or adequate confidence in the protection of the public (discussed in Section 4).

Potential modification to the plant to address the F-C curve exceedance is discussed further in the remainder of this section. Regarding the other options, reducing uncertainty is likely a difficult task for the LBE of concern, as the uncertainty in frequency is primarily driven by the uncertainty of the seismic hazard curve, which may be irreducible given the state of knowledge. Similarly, analysis refinement may also be difficult, as the behavior of SSCs in a seismically-failed state can be challenging to ascertain. However, these uncertainties may dominate the resulting source term calculation, such as the magnitude of leakage pathways with failed containment isolation.

There may be an avenue to demonstrate regulatory acceptability of the LBE of concern, even with exceedance of the F-C curve. For example, efforts can be made to show that emergency planning protections are in place to protect the public, even with large releases, or that the release timing would provide time for protective actions. However, the nature of large external hazards could make it difficult to demonstrate the effectiveness of such actions, given the likely extent of damage in the area caused by the initiating external event. The final option, to utilize an alternative analysis approach to demonstrate adequate protection of the public, is explored in Section 4.

The option to modify the plant design is investigated here to gain insights into what changes would be necessary to satisfy the F-C curve and for subsequent comparison to the methodologies described in Section 4. S_ESF_4 represents a seismic failure of both heat removal pathways and of confinement isolation. Therefore, there are several potential modifications that could be made to the plant to reduce the frequency or consequence of the ESF. As efforts to reduce the source term may be challenging given seismic failures (as mentioned above), the focus here is on a reduction in the ESF frequency. The frequency of the event sequence depends on both random failure probabilities and the likelihood of seismically-induced failure.

Sensitivity analyses were performed to explore the impact of the random failure probabilities of the SSCs. The results demonstrated that even an order of magnitude reduction in the random failure probabilities for both heat removal systems and confinement isolation results in less than a 5% reduction in S_ESF_4 frequency. These findings establish that seismically-induced failures dominate the frequency of S_ESF_4. Therefore, the only avenue available to appreciably reduce the frequency of S_ESF_4 is to increase the seismic capacity of one or more SSCs.

Since S_ESF_4 includes confinement isolation failure, the most straightforward approach to reduce frequency would be to increase the capacity of confinement isolation. A simplistic approach is taken for the demonstration here, where the fragility is modified only through an increase in $A_m$ with no change in $\beta$'s. As outlined in Ref [4], a more detailed approach would likely consider modifications to the SDC and LS of the SSC. Following sensitivity analyses, it was found that the $A_m$ value of confinement isolation would need to be increased from 1.5g to 2.25g for the 95th
percentile of S_ESF_4 frequency to move below the 5E-7 per plant year threshold, as shown in Figure 3-13. This modification has a negligible impact on the frequency of the other ESFs.

![Figure 3-13: S-LOOP ESFs with Increased Confinement Isolation Capacity](image)

An alternative approach would be to increase the seismic capacity of SHR, as it has already been identified as a SR SSC. A similar simplistic approach was taken to explore this possibility, where the $A_m$ value of SHR was increased independent of $\beta$’s. Sensitivity analyses demonstrated that the $A_m$ value for SHR would need to increase from 1.0g to 2.0g for the 95th frequency value of S_ESF_4 to remain below the 5E-7 per plant year threshold, as shown in Figure 3-14. The change in SHR capacity also reduces the frequency of S_ESF_3, removing it from the BDBE region. This has additional consequences on SSC classification, discussed in the following subsection.

![Figure 3-14: S-LOOP ESFs with Increased SHR Capacity](image)
3.2.3 **SSC Classification**

Following the LMP approach, SSC classification is determined based on a series of deterministic and risk-informed analyses, in addition to DID considerations. Both the internal LOOP and S_LOOP scenarios are assessed here in regard to SSC classification to highlight the importance of the seismic results on licensing decision-making.

**Internal LOOP Considerations**

As outlined in Section 3.1.1, SSC classification is performed based on the identified RSFs and the LMP SSC classification criteria. For this example, the internal events LOOP LBEs would result in the identification of two RSFs, reactivity control and heat removal. Based on the following criterion, a DBA would be derived from ESF_2 (a DBE). The DBA version of ESF_2 would have to demonstrate adherence to the 25 rem limits of 10 CFR 50.34 while only crediting SR SSCs.

- **Safety-Related:**
  - SSCs selected by the designer from the SSCs that are available to perform the RSFs to mitigate the consequences of DBEs to within the LBE F-C Target, and to mitigate DBAs that only rely on the SR SSCs to meet the dose limits of 10 CFR 50.34 using conservative assumptions

While there are multiple avenues available to satisfy this criterion, the most straightforward approach for the current example would be to designate SCRAM and SHR as SR SSCs (this selection was already assumed within the naming of SHR above). There would be no NSRST SSCs based on the internal LOOP LBEs, as ESF_3 and ESF_4 are far below the frequency required for detailed analysis.

**S-LOOP Considerations**

Following the F-C curve analysis in the preceding subsection, modification to the capacity of SHR or confinement isolation would move S_ESF_4 below the BDBE frequency threshold. If SHR capacity is improved, then S_ESF_3 also moves below the BDBE region. The following criteria are applicable for SSC classification associated with BDBEs:

- **Safety-Related:**
  - SSCs selected by the designer and relied on to perform RSFs to prevent the frequency of BDBE with consequences greater than the 10 CFR 50.34 dose limits from increasing into the DBE region and beyond the F-C Target

- **Non-Safety-Related with Special Treatment (NSRST):**
  - Non-safety-related SSCs relied on to perform functions requiring special treatment for DID adequacy
Regarding the single SR criterion, the only S-LOOP BDBE with consequence greater than the 10 CFR 50.34 dose limits (25 rem) is S_ESF_4. Sensitivity analyses demonstrated that the capacity of SHR alone is sufficient to prevent the frequency of this LBE from rising to the DBE region. Since SHR is already a SR SSC, there are no additional SR SSCs due to S-LOOP LBEs.

Sensitivity analyses are also required to assess whether the NSRST designation is required for any of the SSCs based on the first NSRST criterion. For each LBE in the BDBE region, analyses are performed to determine whether the SSC removal (i.e., no credit) results in the LBE exceeding the consequence targets. This is the standard risk measure used in PRA of risk achievement (RA), in which a component is assumed not to exist or have failed. For this analysis, the results differ depending on whether the decision to modify the seismic capacity of confinement isolation or SHR was selected.

If confinement isolation capacity was improved, S_ESF_3 remains a BDBE (as shown in Figure 3-13). Therefore, the RA sensitivity analysis results in the findings presented in Table 3-12. Note that the assessment only needs to examine those SSCs that are not already classified as SR, which are the BOP operating in passive mode (BOP_P) and confinement isolation.

| Table 3-12: S-LOOP NSRST Analysis (with CONF Improvement) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | BDBE LBEs       | Offsite Dose of LBE (rem) | Offsite Dose with Identified System Removed (rem) |
|                 |                 | BOP_P | CONF |
| S_ESF_1         | 0               | 0     | 0    |
| S_ESF_2         | 0               | N/A   | 0    |
| S_ESF_3         | 5               | N/A   | 850  |

For both S_ESF_1 and S_ESF_2, no NSRST requirements are necessary since the offsite consequence is still within the target value when either BOP_P or confinement isolation are removed. However, for S_ESF_3, the mean offsite dose increases to 850 rem when confinement isolation is not credited. Figure 3-15 highlights the S_ESF_3 LBE that encounters this scenario and the impact of not crediting confinement isolation. It is important to note that the S_ESF_3 frequency is 1.3E-6 per plant year or approximately 1 in 800,000 plant years. Based on these findings, confinement isolation would be designated as an NSRST SSC.

Alternatively, if SHR capacity was improved instead of confinement isolation, then only two BDBE LBEs remain (S_ESF_1 and S_ESF_2). Conducting the same RA sensitivity results in the findings in Table 3-13, where no LBEs exceed the F-C curve with SSC removal. Therefore, no SSCs are identified as NSRST based on the RA analysis.
Lastly, although S_ESF_4 is no longer formally an LBE (not an AOO, DBE, DBA, or BDBE), assuming sufficient changes to SHR or confinement isolation capacity, it does require consideration given the magnitude of its consequence and proximity to the F-C curve. At the frequency level of S_ESF_4, there are no restrictions on consequence. No additional SSCs are preventing this LBE from increasing in consequence, as S_ESF_4 already represents a failure of both heat removal pathways and confinement isolation. However, the first NSRST criterion described above considers the reliability of systems that are maintaining LBEs within the consequence target. The reliability of other SSCs is ensuring that S_ESF_4 is at a frequency below the BDBE threshold and therefore within the acceptable limits of the consequence target. As demonstrated above, with a reduction in SSC capacity, the frequency of S_ESF_4 would enter the BDBE region and exceed the consequence target. Therefore, special treatments regarding the reliability of confinement isolation would be derived from this ESF.

Table 3-14 summarizes the S-LOOP SSC classification options, depending on the design modification choice from the preceding subsection. Although an improvement in confinement isolation capacity results in S_ESF_4 satisfying the F-C curve, the findings of the SSC
classification sensitivity analyses results in special treatments on both the performance and reliability of confinement isolation. In contrast, an improvement in SHR capacity would remove the performance special treatment requirements for confinement isolation, as S_ESF_3 (which requires successful confinement isolation) is also removed from the BDBE region. It is important to note that further DID evaluations and considerations as part of the IDP process were not included here and could potentially include other mitigation pathways or SSC classification changes.

3.2.4 SSC Special Treatment Designation

Utilizing the current TICAP guidance, an attempt was made to further define special treatment requirements for the example analysis, assuming that the confinement isolation design modification was selected. First, the applicable LBEs are identified, and PSFs and PSF success criteria are derived, as described in Table 3-15. For confinement isolation, there is one applicable LBE (S_ESF_3) and one additional ESF that also requires consideration, although not a formal LBE (S_ESF_4), both of which are detailed here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Modification Option</th>
<th>Confinement Isolation Special Treatments</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confinement Isolation Capacity Change (1.5g to 2.0g)</td>
<td>Mitigate the consequences of S_ESF_3 to within the F-C curve (~400 rem) at the 95th percentile</td>
<td>Maintain the frequency of S_ESF_4 below 5E-7 per plant year at the 95th percentile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHR Capacity Change (1.0g to 2.25g)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Maintain the frequency of S_ESF_4 below 5E-7 per plant year at the 95th percentile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3-14: Summary of S-LOOP SSC Classification Options**

![Image](image.png)

### 3.2.4 SSC Special Treatment Designation

Utilizing the current TICAP guidance, an attempt was made to further define special treatment requirements for the example analysis, assuming that the confinement isolation design modification was selected. First, the applicable LBEs are identified, and PSFs and PSF success criteria are derived, as described in Table 3-15. For confinement isolation, there is one applicable LBE (S_ESF_3) and one additional ESF that also requires consideration, although not a formal LBE (S_ESF_4), both of which are detailed here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicable LBEs</th>
<th>PSFs</th>
<th>PSF Success Criterion</th>
<th>Complementary Design Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_ESF_3</td>
<td>Prevent radionuclide migration to the environment beyond acceptable limits for applicable LBE</td>
<td>Radionuclide release from confinement must be such that offsite doses are &lt;400 rem for applicable LBE(^1)</td>
<td>Confinement leakage rate must be &lt;XX vol% per day(^2) during ≤1.3g seismic events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_ESF_4(^3)</td>
<td>Reduce the frequency of the applicable ESF below the acceptable threshold for the associated consequence level</td>
<td>Maintain sufficient reliability to reduce the frequency of the applicable ESF below 5E-7 /yr (at 95th percentile)</td>
<td>Confinement isolation median fragility must be ≥2.0g (or analogous SDC/LS level)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) The highlighted target dose level is an estimate of the consequence curve based on the frequency of S_ESF_3.

\(^2\) The exact acceptable leakage rate value would be determined based on mechanistic source term and offsite consequence analysis from the PRA and the target dose level.

\(^3\) S_ESF_4 is not a formal LBE, as it is below the BDBE frequency threshold, but does have an impact on confinement reliability requirements based on the NSRST criteria, described in Section 3.2.3.
For S_ESF_3, the PSF for confinement isolation is the retention of radionuclides to within acceptable consequence levels. Although not described in detail in Section 3.2.1, only binary success criteria for confinement isolation were considered within the example PRA, where success was the ability to maintain its design basis leakage rate, which results in a mean offsite dose of 10 rem for S_ESF_3, and failure represents essentially immediate leakage with a mean offsite dose of 850 rem. However, the performance of confinement isolation to retain radionuclides is not necessarily binary but could be a spectrum. Therefore, the PSF success criterion for S_ESF_3, outlined in Table 3-15, is the ability to maintain the offsite consequence to within the F-C target value (~400 rem), rather than a default to the design basis leakage rate. The CCDF for S_ESF_3 (provided in Figure 3-12) was examined to determine the appropriate complementary design criteria. It is not necessary for confinement isolation to achieve the PSF success criterion for all seismic scenarios but just those with sufficient frequency to be above the BDBE threshold. The CCDF plot demonstrates that the frequency of S_ESF_3 enters the BDBE range around 1.3g at the 95th percentile. Therefore, the leakage rate of confinement must be able to reduce offsite doses below ~400 rem for seismic scenarios of ≤1.3g. In addition, in an actual analysis, a specific leakage rate could be derived based on a mechanistic source term and offsite consequence analysis.

For S_ESF_4, the PSF and associated success criterion for confinement focus on sufficient reliability such that the frequency of S_ESF_4 is below the BDBE threshold of 5E-7 per plant year at the 95th percentile value. The design modifications discussed above required an increase in median capacity from 1.5 to 2.0g to achieve this goal. As described in Ref [4], varying the SDC or LS of confinement would likely be utilized directly to determine the necessary requirements.

Table 3-16 and Table 3-17 outlines how the PSF, PSF success criteria, and complementary design criteria information could be provided in the SAR based on TICAP guidance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSRST SSC</th>
<th>LBEs</th>
<th>LBE Type</th>
<th>PSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confinement Isolation</td>
<td>S_ESF_3</td>
<td>BDBE</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;RS-1&lt;/sub&gt;: Prevent radionuclide migration to the environment beyond acceptable limits by retaining radionuclides released from the reactor vessel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_ESF_4&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Non-LBE</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;RS-2&lt;/sub&gt;: Reduce the frequency of the ESF below the acceptable threshold for the associated consequence level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup> S_ESF_4 is not a formal LBE, as it is below the BDBE frequency threshold, but does have an impact on confinement reliability requirements based on the NSRST criteria, described in Section 3.2.3.
Table 3-17: Example Confinement NSRST Complementary Design Criteria SAR Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSRST SSC</th>
<th>PRA Safety Function</th>
<th>PSF Success Criterion</th>
<th>Complementary Design Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confinement Isolation</td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;RS-1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>The success criterion for confinement isolation is the retention of radionuclides to within acceptable limits (~400 rem) for the applicable LBE.</td>
<td>Confinement&lt;sub&gt;cdc-1&lt;/sub&gt;: During ≤1.3g seismic events, failure of confinement isolation must be limited such that the maximum leakage rate is &lt;XX vol% per day&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSF&lt;sub&gt;RS-2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Maintain sufficient reliability to reduce the frequency of the associated ESF below 5E-7 /yr at 95&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; percentile.</td>
<td>Confinement&lt;sub&gt;cdc-2&lt;/sub&gt;: Confinement median fragility must be ≥2.0g (or analogous SDC/LS level).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup>The exact acceptable leakage rate value would be determined based on mechanistic source term and offsite consequence analysis from the PRA.

Before attempting to define special treatment requirements, it's important to review how the assumed design of confinement compares to the designated complementary design criteria. For CDC-1, confinement leakage must be below a certain value (well above the design basis) for seismic events at or below 1.3g. The necessary reliability of this performance function is not high, as the S_ESF_3 LBE already has a frequency of 1.3E-6 per plant year. In addition, at 1.3g, the assumed fragility of confinement isolation has a mean failure probability of approximately 0.16. However, confinement isolation does not have to perform at the design basis level. Confinement isolation may be able to achieve CDC-1 even with severe distortion, given the high acceptable consequence level. For example, even with plastic deformation of the structure that could result in door breaches and HVAC penetration bypass avenues occurring, the leakage rate may still be less than the value necessary to satisfy the offsite consequence target. For CDC-2, the fragility assumed for confinement is already within the target range, which is why S_ESF_4 is below the BDBE frequency threshold. The as-built confinement must be in-line with these assumptions to meet CDC-2.

Table 3-18 summarizes a preliminary attempt to select the applicability of the special treatment requirements for confinement. As the table shows, the applicable special treatments focus on the documentation of the complementary design criteria (including analyses justifying the allowable leakage rate and the determination of the designated fragility requirements) and the ability for confinement to meet the criterion, such as the selected SDC/LS level. This would include information demonstrating that the plant was constructed in accordance with the design assumptions utilized in these calculations. The majority of this information would likely be documented as part of a design reliability assurance program (D-RAP), which would cover many of the applicable special treatments in the table. During operation, essentially, the only special treatment is the change control process (including the impact of any updates to the hazard profile), which ensures that changes to the confinement’s categorization or complementary design criteria due to plant modifications are properly tracked and addressed. The exact process for determining and implementing such changes is to be explored in future TICAP activities [43]. Due to the nature of confinement and the associated complementary design criteria, in-service testing, monitoring, or inspections may not be necessary.
Table 3-18: Summary of Applicable Special Treatments for Confinement Isolation Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Treatment Category</th>
<th>Applicability</th>
<th>Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document basis for SSC categorization by Integrated Decision-Making Process</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Necessary for documentation of the SSC classification process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document evaluation of adequacy of special treatment to support SSC categorization</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Necessary for justification of applicable and non-applicable special treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change control process to monitor performance and manage SSC categorization</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Necessary to ensure that confinement categorization does not change over plant lifetime due to modifications or new information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability Assurance Program (RAP) including reliability and availability targets for SSCs in performance of PRA Safety Functions</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Necessary for determination of required performance targets (focus on D-RAP aspect), as operational monitoring likely not necessary due to the nature of the complementary design criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Requirements for SSC capability to mitigate challenges reflected in LBEs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Necessary to ensure confinement design meets requirements. Overlaps with D-RAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Program that assures targets for SSC availability and effectiveness of maintenance to meet SSC reliability targets</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>Due to the nature of confinement and the associated complementary design criteria, performance and condition monitoring should not be necessary or very minimal (beyond change control outlined above).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensee Event Reports</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Necessary but only to the extent it would change confinement categorization or complementary design criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User provided Quality Assurance Program for non-safety SSCs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Necessary but limited to D-RAP to provide confidence in calculations deriving complementary design criteria and that the as-built plant meets the design requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Specifications</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>Not needed due to the nature of confinement and the associated complementary design criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic design basis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Necessary but covered through analyses that would be documented as part of LMP process and D-RAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-service and risk-informed in-service inspections</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Pre-service inspections potentially needed but only for verification that confinement was built according to required design requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-service and in-service testing</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>Not needed due to the nature of confinement and the associated complementary design criteria.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 As the complementary design criteria are focused on confinement performance during severe seismic events, pre-service and in-service testing (such as leak-rate testing) are likely not necessary. Instead, confidence is derived from the calculations demonstrating confinement performance in such scenarios and assurance that confinement was built to the seismic design specifications.
To summarize, based on LMP and TICAP guidance, the required special treatments for confinement isolation can be narrowly tailored (“right-sized”) to address only the direct challenges from the applicable LBEs. In this case, this primarily results in the proper documentation of analyses and ensuring that the as-built plant is in accordance with the associated requirements and assumptions. The operational requirements would be constrained to proper accounting of any future changes that may impact confinement performance or change its performance requirements. Utilizing this approach, the resources necessary to assure adequate confidence in the performance of the necessary safety function can be allocated most efficiently and therefore minimized. However, there are still additional resources required to complete this process. The following section will discuss how the level of detail inherent within this process may provide additional benefits in this licensing process.

### 3.3 Challenges and Opportunities

The RIPB approach to external hazard analysis outlined in the previous subsection offers both challenges and opportunities to vendors utilizing the process, which are reviewed here.

#### 3.3.1 Challenges

In the example seismic analysis, the plant designer is faced with a decision regarding how to address a very low frequency seismic event that exceeds the F-C curve. Such a finding could require additional analyses or potential plant modifications. Regarding the latter, improving the seismic capacity of the identified SSCs may be a serious challenge. The seismic failure probability may be driven by characteristics of the system that are either costly to improve, impossible to modify without further safety repercussions, or dependent on the performance of other systems or structures (such as the integrity of the building).

Even if a justification can be provided to avoid plant modifications, additional analyses come at the cost of resources and time. Also, as demonstrated, there are further impacts on SSC classification and special treatment designation. The associated special treatment requirements have the potential to result in additional costs or complexity for the assurance of system performance. This could be particularly challenging for the seismic range under consideration, especially once uncertainty is considered.

Given the inherent uncertainty associated with the event sequence in question due to its dependence on the seismic hazard curve estimate, it is debatable whether it represents a genuine threat that should warrant such actions. It is also questionable whether the results of the analysis are of sufficient fidelity (given the uncertainty of the seismic hazard curve) to support the changes in design that were selected for the example analysis.

Although the example analysis focused on seismic events, the challenges encountered may be present for any external hazard treated in a similar probabilistic hazard/fragility-based approach for which there is less historical precedent. This is largely due to several common factors regarding low frequency external events, outlined below:

---

7 An example is sodium piping in the secondary system of sodium fast reactors, where the thin-walled piping is used to prevent internal thermal stresses during transient scenarios that encounter large changes in sodium temperature.
• **Increased Severity of External Hazards with a Low Frequency of Occurrence:** Following the LMP framework, event sequences of frequency as low as 5E-7 per plant year\(^8\) are evaluated in detail for decisions regarding LBE categorization, SSC classification, and DID. At this frequency level, the severity of potential external hazards can be significant, beyond the threshold historically considered for plant design, and below the level of historical data from which to relate frequency of occurrence with hazard loads.

• **Increased Uncertainty Associated with External Hazards with a Low Frequency of Occurrence:** As the frequency of the external hazard initiators decreases, the uncertainty regarding their severity and frequency typically increases. The uncertainty can be quite large due to several factors, such as the limited quantity of recent regional data due to the rareness of events. In some cases, although it is possible to analyze historic or paleo-historic events, such as floods, to assess the magnitude of low frequency events, the interpretation of these events is not only difficult, but subsequent climatological changes may invalidate their relevance. The LMP approach requires the assessment of ESF frequency at the 95\(^{th}\) percentile, which may drive ESFs with very low median frequency but large uncertainty into the BDBE region.

• **Initiating Event Dominance on Event Sequence Frequency:** With growing severity of external hazard initiators, the conditional failure probability of plant systems approaches one. As a result, the frequency of event sequences with multiple system failures may approach the frequency of the initiating event itself. As the initiator may have large uncertainty regarding its frequency (as detailed in the previous bullet), the subsequent event sequences have similarly large frequency uncertainty, impacting subsequence design and licensing decisions.

• **Cliff-Edge Effects:** Since the conditional failure probability of plant systems approaches one as the severity of external hazards increases, the failure of a substantial number of SSCs may occur at extreme values of the hazard curve. The exact location of such events in frequency space, which may be greatly uncertain, can result in the need for plant modifications or potentially the inability to utilize a site.

The large magnitude of external hazard severity and uncertainty is inherent with the evaluation of event sequence frequencies at the level of 5E-7 per plant year (1 in 2 million years). At such levels, the potential external hazards can be extreme. For example, the seismic hazard curve for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant results in a PGA of almost 10g at an annual exceedance frequency of 5E-7 \([44]\). Similar extreme examples can be found for other hazards, such as flooding, high winds, and volcanism. Such events would cause catastrophic damage to the surrounding area in addition to the nuclear plant, on a level rarely seen in human history.

Based on these factors, the ability of plant designers to use a RIPB approach for the assessment of external hazards may be faced with the following challenges:

\(^8\) Event sequences of frequency below 5E-7 per plant year may also require consideration for the identification of cliff-edge effects and DID impact, or due to their location within the risk significant region.
• **Growing NSRST Requirements from Low Frequency External Events:** If multiple external hazards are assessed using a probabilistic approach, there is a potential to introduce a suite of new NSRST SSC requirements based solely on the protection against low frequency external events. This may result in a substantial expansion in the number of SSCs under regulatory consideration, especially for generally passive plants with minimal SR SSCs.

• **Lack of External Hazard Analysis Guidance:** Many external hazards have historically been evaluated utilizing deterministic, subjectively conservative methods rather than probabilistic approaches. Therefore, detailed guidance on performing probabilistic analyses may not be available. Lack of an experience base in the application of probabilistic methods to these hazards could lead to added uncertainty regarding the obtained results, with a consequence of increased conservatism in any design or licensing decisions. Although the probabilistic/fragility approach developed for seismic analysis can be applied to the analysis of other types of external hazards, there is not the experience base that exists for seismic analysis.

• **Lack of Code/Standard Design and Analysis Guidance:** While an extensive library of codes and standards exists for the design of SSCs and protection against external events, the severity of the external hazard initiators under consideration may be beyond the scope of available standards. Specifically, attempting to determine the ability of SSCs to perform their required functionality under such extreme conditions may be difficult to ascertain and outside normal design analysis practices.

### 3.3.2 Opportunities

At their core, RIPB licensing approaches like the LMP seek to provide the basis of an affirmative safety case through an exhaustive examination of risk coupled with complementary deterministic evaluations. The process aims to develop a safety strategy that provides reasonable assurance of adequate radiological protection, while being consistent with and appropriate for the identified risks of the plant. As detailed in the preceding sections, to achieve these goals, the LMP process includes an examination of low frequency external events at a level of detail that was generally not considered previously during the licensing process. While there are identified challenges with this approach, the rigor of such analyses can also provide flexibility in the decisions regarding the design and the basis to justify alternatives to historical licensing decisions that were based (at least in part) due to uncertainties regarding these scenarios, as outlined below:

• **Detailed Insights of SSC Importance and Requirements:** The risk-informed aspect of the approach provides detailed insights into the specific event sequences impacting plant safety. Through this process, the importance of particular SSCs can be determined, and their role within the safety case clarified.

• **Ability to “Right-size” Requirements:** Since the specific role of SSCs in terms of plant safety can be ascertained, associated requirements can be “right-sized” or developed in an appropriate and consistent manner.

• **Basis for Alternatives to Historical Treatments:** In the development of reactor regulation, certain deterministic and/or conservative requirements were established as a method to address uncertainties associated with events that were outside the scope of
detailed analysis. In contrast, the availability of detailed assessments of such events can provide the justification for reducing conservatism.

First, a RIPB approach provides additional insights into plant performance and the role of SSCs that may not be available through purely deterministic or conservative methods. This information is important as it provides a pathway to “right-size” the requirements associated with specific SSCs. In this way, special treatments and other requirements can be narrowly tailored to address only the direct challenges from the applicable event sequences (LBEs). Utilizing this approach, the resources necessary to assure adequate confidence in the performance of the necessary safety function can be allocated most efficiently and therefore minimized. The detailed information provided by the RIPB analyses may also provide flexibility to the plant designer to achieve the safety targets in multiple ways (such as the alternative SSC capacity cases and special treatment scenarios explored in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3).

Second, as highlighted in Section 2.1, in the history of LWR licensing, the AEC placed great confidence in the ability of a robust containment to withstand both internal and external threats. Although subsequent events challenged this assumption, the inclusion of a robust containment structure has remained a key feature of large LWR designs. However, many non-LWR designs are now pursuing a functional containment strategy that foregoes a large, reinforced building. The ability of a functional containment approach to provide adequate protection against external events will be an important consideration in future licensing submittals. Demonstrating that concepts such as below-grade siting, passive plant response, and multiple radionuclide barriers can maintain offsite consequences below the target values, even for external events of low frequency, is a strong confirmation of the functional containment strategy and justifies the elimination of a large, reinforced building.

Similarly, non-LWR licensing submittals are also likely to propose site sizes and emergency planning zones (EPZs) significantly different from historical LWR precedent. The LMP process was developed to aid in the decision-making regarding these topics, with the NRC also pursuing RIPB EPZ sizing guidance [45]. Both large site sizes and EPZs were strategies to ensure adequate protection of the public in the presence of the uncertainties associated with initial reactor licensing efforts. One of the most direct examples is 10 CFR 100.21 (Non-seismic siting criteria), which requires the reactor site “be located away from densely populated centers.” While an avenue for accepting alternative sites is available, it is dependent on such factors as a site’s “superior seismic characteristics.” The detailed assessment of the risk of external events may present an avenue to justify alternatives approaches that provide similar or greater levels of protection.

Many other licensing-related decisions could benefit from the insights and confidence that come from the detailed assessment of external events. From decisions regarding plant staffing and operational flexibility to the need for severe accident mitigation design alternatives (SAMDAs), the external event analyses as part of the LMP can help ensure a “right-sized” approach is selected and alleviate the need for potentially unnecessary conservatism.
4 Performance-Based Margins Assessment

The external hazards analysis described in Section 3.2 focused on a RIPB approach to guide licensing decision-making. However, as described in Section 2.3, current regulatory guidance regarding beyond design basis seismic evaluation depends primarily on a performance-based, seismic margins analysis utilizing HCLPF at a multiplier of the SSE. In this section, such a performance-based approach is examined as a complement to the RIPB approach in Section 3.

4.1 PRA-Based Seismic Margins Analysis

4.1.1 Background

As detailed in Section 2.3, SECY-93-087, the accompanying SRM, and DC/COL-ISG-020 laid the foundation for the current NRC-accepted approach to beyond design basis seismic evaluation for new reactors. In this approach, the plant-level HCLPF capacity, expressed in terms of the PGA, is assessed. Following a PRA-based seismic margins approach, the plant-level HCLPF value is compared to 167% of the SSE acceleration (derived from either the CSDRS or GMRS, following the guidance of DC/COL-ISG-020). Attempting to utilize an analogous approach for advanced reactors introduces several challenges, outlined below:

- **SSE Selection**: The current application of DC/COL-ISG-020 utilizes the SSE ground motion as the basis for the PRA-based margins analysis, with guidance on the determination of the SSE for new reactor licensees available in RG 1.208. However, the LMP approach does not explicitly utilize a SSE in the decision-making process but instead identifies DBHLs. As stated in RG 1.233, traditional NRC-approved methods or alternative approaches can be utilized to select DBHLs, although alternative approaches will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis [3]. In addition, guidance from SwRI on RIPB seismic analysis utilizes ASCE 43-05 to determine SSC-specific design basis ground motion [4].

- **CDF Analog**: The current application of DC/COL-ISG-020 for LWRs focuses on event sequences that could potentially lead to core damage (or containment failure), with CDF used for plant-level HCLPF analyses. However, advanced reactors generally do not use CDF given its limited applicability. The LMP process uses offsite dose directly, and a new metric or threshold based on offsite dose is likely necessary.

First, DC/COL-ISG-020 utilizes the SSE as the foundation for the PRA-based margins assessment, with the plant-level HCLPF compared to 167% of the SSE PGA. Regulatory guidance is available regarding the selection of a SSE for new reactor licensees. The methodology outlined in RG 1.165 utilized a median hazard frequency of 1E-5 per year to develop a representative hazard-consistent SSE. RG 1.208 has now replaced this document and uses the ASCE 43-05 concept of a performance goal ($P_f$) of 1E-5 for the determination of a GMRS, which can be utilized as the site-specific SSE. In contrast, the LMP approach does not explicitly utilize a SSE for seismic hazard analyses, but DBHLs are identified instead (as outlined in Section 3.1.1). Current TICAP guidance identifies DBHLs based on hazard frequencies of 1E-4 per plant year, with the exact statistical metric yet to
be specified. RG 1.233 further notes that DBHLs can be selected using traditional NRC-approved methods or alternative approaches, however, alternative approaches will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis [3]. In addition, the RIPB seismic guidance from SwRI utilizes ASCE 43-05 to develop SSC-specific design basis ground motion depending on the necessary $P_F$ for the system.

Although the seismic DBHL would appear to be a natural surrogate for the SSE in the PRA-based margins approach, if applied as a supplement to the LMP method, the seismic DBHL level could vary depending on the approach selected by the vendor for its derivation. Instead, the approach for SSE determination in RG 1.208 could be used for the selection of the ground motion value utilized in the PRA-based margins approach, while the LMP approach and methods such as ASCE 43-05 would be applied to determine the SDC and design basis ground motion for specific SSCs. In this way, the application of the PRA-based margins approach is consistent with the guidance in DC/COL-ISG-020, but the flexibility of a RIPB SSC design approach is retained.

The second issue centers on the proper consequence metric to utilize if the PRA-based margins approach is applied for an advanced reactor. Core damage is not applicable for certain advanced reactor designs, such as those with liquid fuel. Even for advanced reactors with solid fuel, core damage is often a poor surrogate for offsite consequence. Large early release is not quantitatively defined for LWRs, which makes it difficult to apply to advanced reactor concepts. It is also based on concerns regarding a very large release that could occur during the timeframe of evacuation while people are in an unsheltered condition. Since the LMP approach primarily relies on offsite dose as the consequence metric of interest, an analogous metric for advanced reactors should also utilize offsite dose. With the LMP approach, design basis hazards (and the associated DBHL) are evaluated against a 25 rem offsite dose limit. Given that the PRA-based margins approach discussed here is inherently in the beyond design basis category or below and associated with a hazard magnitude greater than the DBHL, the consequence metric should be at a value greater than 25 rem for consistency. Likely the most appropriate choice of consequence metric would be the potential for large release of such magnitude to potentially result in early health effects. Such a metric would therefore be located in the region of hundreds of rem offsite dose. A value of 350 to 500 rem (at the threshold of early fatality$^9$) would also assure compliance with the safety goal limit for early fatalities [47].

4.1.2 Example

To further explore the PRA-based seismic margins approach, the example seismic analysis detailed in Section 3.2 was evaluated utilizing the recommended options for implementation. First, an analogous SSE PGA value was selected based on the hazard curve shown in Figure 3-6. This is a simplification of the actual process for SSE determination, as only a PGA value was selected, and the complete response spectrum (CSDRS or GMRS) was not developed. The guidance from RG 1.208 was utilized to determine a SSE PGA. First, PGAs were found from the hazard curves at annual exceedance frequencies of 1E-4 and 1E-5, as presented in Table 4-1. The GMRS for the

---

$^9$ The range of 350 – 500 rem is the LD$_{50/30}$ with no medical intervention [47].
PGA (100Hz) is then found according to Eq. 11, where UHRS is the mean PGA at 1E-4 exceedance frequency. The DF is determined according to Eqs. 2 and 3, where $A_R$ is based on the difference between the mean PGA values at exceedance frequencies of 1E-4 and 1E-5. This factor provides information regarding the slope of the hazard curve. Using the values from Table 4-1, a GMRS of 0.239g was calculated, as shown in Eq. 4. It is multiplying this value by 1.67 that results in 0.399g in Eq. 5. This value is slightly higher than if the mean 1E-4 exceedance frequency value would have been used directly (resulting in 0.361g) but significantly lower than if the mean or median 1E-5 exceedance frequency value would have been used (resulting in 0.775g or 0.618g).

### Table 4-1: Seismic Hazard Curve Key Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exceedance Frequency (/plant year)</th>
<th>PGA 50th</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>95th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1E-4</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E-5</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$GMRS = \text{mean 1E-4 UHRS} \times DF$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 1}$$DF = \max[1.0, 0.6(A_R)^{0.8}]$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2}$$A_R = \frac{\text{mean 1E-5 UHRS}}{\text{mean 1E-4 UHRS}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 3}$$GMRS = 0.216 \times \left(0.6 \times \left(\frac{0.464}{0.216}\right)^{0.8}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 4}$$GMRS = 0.239g$$

$$1.67 \times GMRS = 0.399g$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 5}$$

Based on the prior discussion regarding an appropriate consequence metric for the analysis, only S_ESF_4 of the example analysis involves an offsite dose of sufficient magnitude to be generally considered a large release. Therefore, the analysis here focuses on the sequence-level HCLPF value of S_ESF_4. However, the HCLPF of S_ESF_3 is also determined for additional insights. If a complete plant PRA were available, the plant-level HCLPF could be assessed, as opposed to a sequence-based value, consistent with the guidance in DC/COL-ISG-020. Also, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, since the base case for S_ESF_4 exceeded the F-C curve when using the LMP approach, the PRA-based margins approach presented here may provide an alternative means of demonstrating an adequate level of safety.
To complete the HCLPF analysis, the event sequence logic of S_ESF_4 was defined to develop an event sequence fragility. As shown in Eq. 6, the event sequence includes SCRAM success, followed by failure of both heat removal systems and confinement isolation, where $P$ is the probability of SSC failure. The LOOP top event was not included in the logic, given its negligible contribution due to its low seismic capacity.

$$\left(1 - P_{\text{SCRAM}}\right) \times P_{\text{BOP}} \times P_{\text{SHR}} \times P_{\text{CONF}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 6}$$

To calculate the S_ESF_4 event sequence fragility\textsuperscript{10}, the applicable PGA range (0 – 4g)\textsuperscript{11} was discretized into 1,000 bins, and the failure probabilities for each SSC were calculated. The fragility curve was derived two ways: including and excluding random failures. Such an approach is suggested in ref [38] to identify the contribution of seismically-induced and random failures. 10,000 Monte Carlo random samples of the SSC fragilities were utilized to develop the distribution of the fragility curve.

Figure 4-1 presents the resulting S_ESF_4 fragility curve family for the base case analysis when including random failures, and Figure 4-2 shows the analogous results without the inclusion of random failures. Both plots also identify the HCLPF value based at 0.05 of the 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile curve. As the results show, the inclusion of random failure has very little impact on the resulting HCLPF values given the generally high reliability of the SSCs in terms of random failure. The fragility curves decrease in probability at high PGA values due to the inclusion of the SCRAM success term in the event sequence logic. SCRAM failure becomes more likely at high PGA levels, which reduces the probability of the S_ESF_4 event sequence. However, for the transfer event tree, which was not included in this study, considering events in which there is a failure to scram, the consequences of the associated event sequences could be of similar severity to S_ESF_4.

As demonstrated by Figure 4-1, the HCLPF value for S_ESF_4 is significantly above the 1.67 times SSE value (0.746g versus 0.399g). Therefore, on a sequence-level HCLPF-basis, the plant would satisfy the requirements of DC/COL-ISG-020 with no further modifications to SHR or confinement isolation. This conclusion differs from the result of the RIPB analysis in Section 3.2, where the base case of S_ESF_4 exceeded the F-C curve.

\textsuperscript{10} Although DC/COL-ISG-020 permits the “min-max” approach for the margins assessment, ref [38] recommends direct fragility curve convolution when possible to avoid the potential limitations of the min-max approach.

\textsuperscript{11} Ground motion levels above 4g have negligible impact on the results given their low frequency of occurrence for the selected hazard curve.
Figure 4-1: S_ESF_4 Sequence-Level Fragility, including Random Failures

Figure 4-2: S_ESF_4 Sequence-Level Fragility, without Random Failures
Since DC/COL-ISG-020 also includes core damage scenarios in the HCLPF analysis, S_ESF_3 was also evaluated. Using the same process described above for S_ESF_4, the fragility curve for S_ESF_3 shown in Figure 4-3 was developed based on Eq. 7. The resulting HCLPF value of 0.436g would also satisfy the 1.67 times SSE requirement, implying that further modifications or analysis would not be necessary (for this particular case) even if a more conservative consequence metric were selected.

\[(1 - P_{SCRAM}) \times P_{BOP} \times P_{SHR} \times (1 - P_{CONF})\]  
Eq. 7

![S_ESF3 Fragility (Base Case)](image)

**Figure 4-3: S_ESF_3 Sequence-Level Fragility, including Random Failures**

### 4.2 Challenges and Opportunities

The implementation of the performance-based PRA-based seismic margins approach presents both challenges and opportunities for use in conjunction with the RIPB methods described in Section 3.

#### 4.2.1 Challenges

The exploration and demonstration of a PRA-based seismic margins approach identified several key challenges, outlined below:

- **Appropriate Consequence Metric**: Given the limited applicability of CDF for advanced reactors, additional development is necessary to identify an appropriate consequence metric for the analysis of beyond design basis external events. Development must also include consideration of consistency with the consequence limit of the DBHLs in the LMP framework.
• **Design Basis Level Consistency:** DC/COL-ISG-020 utilizes the current performance-based approach for SSE determination outlined in RG 1.208 as the foundation of the PRA-based margin analysis. LMP does not directly use SSE but instead establishes DBHLs. Given that multiple approaches are available for DBHL selection, there may be inconsistencies if the DBHL is utilized as the basis of the PRA-based margins assessment.

• **Differing Conclusions:** Further consideration is necessary regarding how to address use-cases where differing conclusions may be reached regarding design performance depending on implementation of a PRA-based margins approach versus a RIPB method.

• **Applicability to Other Hazards:** A goal of advanced reactor licensing pathway development should be an attempt to create a more consistent and uniform approach to external hazards analysis when compared to current regulatory practice for LWRs. Additional consideration is warranted regarding how a similar PRA-based margins approach could be utilized for other external hazards.

First, there are two open questions regarding the implementation of a PRA-based margins approach for advanced reactors. These include the determination of the appropriate consequence metric for use in the analysis, given a lack of CDF, and also the establishment of a ground motion level (and multiplier there-of) for the analysis. Regarding consequence metrics, DC/COL-ISG-020 requires the consideration of CDF and containment failures. However, core damage may not be applicable or may be a poor surrogate for offsite consequence for advanced reactor designs. The concept of a “large release” in the hundreds of rem is likely the best pathway to maintain consistency with DBHL limits (25 rem) but requires additional consideration and clarification regarding DC/COL-ISG-020 requirements. Similarly, the direct use of the seismic DBHL as the basis for the PRA-based margins assessment may introduce inconsistencies, given that multiple avenues are available for its selection. Instead, the utilization of RG 1.208 to select the ground motion level used as the basis of the PRA-based margin assessment would maintain consistency with current NRC guidance and allow the seismic design basis of individual SSCs to be determined separately, using the LMP approach and associated guidance.

A major open question is how to properly address situations where alternative approaches result in differing conclusions. As the example analysis presented in this report demonstrated, the application of the RIPB approach indicated that additional actions were necessary (whether analyses or design modifications) to address an exceedance of the F-C curve. In contrast, the same design easily satisfied the criteria of the PRA-based seismic margins approach for the same hazard curve. How the approaches can be utilized in a complementary manner to support the establishment of an affirmative safety case requires further consideration.

Lastly, in an effort to support consistent and uniform approaches to the analysis of external hazards (to the extent possible), the applicability of the PRA-based margins approach or similar method to other external hazards should be explored. There are potential complications if the PRA-based margins approach is applied in an identical fashion to other hazards that have established limits on their severity regardless of frequency. However, these challenges could potentially be addressed through the details regarding the implementation of the approach.
4.2.2 Opportunities

Several key benefits were identified during exploration and demonstration of the PRA-based margins approach, outlined below:

- **Reduced Dependency on the Low Frequency Range of the Hazard Curve:** The greatest benefit of the PRA-based seismic margins approach is that the basis of the analysis is not dependent on the low frequency area of the seismic hazard curve, where confidence in the estimates is reduced. Instead, the evaluation is conducted utilizing information from the hazard curve at frequency values better supported with data and analysis.

- **Maintains Detailed Event Sequence Insights:** The utilization of a PRA-based margins approach retains many of the detailed insights of a RIPB approach through the use of sequence-level analyses. The importance of individual SSCs can still be ascertained through analysis of the sequence-level fragility curves.

- **Complementary Analysis:** The PRA-based margins approach may offer an alternative pathway to demonstrate regulatory compliance for event sequences identified through RIPB analyses. In this way, the margins approach is one of the options available to justify the associated licensing decision-making in a similar fashion to the sensitivity analyses presented in Section 3.2.3.

The most significant benefit of the application of the PRA-based margins approach is that there is a reduced dependency on the low frequency range of the hazard curve. As highlighted in 3.3.1, there can be substantial uncertainty associated with the hazard curve at low frequencies, in addition to diminished confidence. The uncertainty and subjectivity of the estimates can dominate the analyses and potentially lead to questionable licensing decision-making. The PRA-based margins approach utilizes values of the hazard curve at a frequency range where confidence is generally higher due to the data and analyses supporting the assessment.

Utilization of a PRA-based margins approach, as was conducted here, also retains the insights obtained from the RIPB analysis concerning important event sequences and SSCs. The impact of specific SSCs can be determined from the sequence-level fragility curves, and the effect of both random and hazard-induced failures can be found. Therefore, the designer retains flexibility in potential modifications and can still derive educated special treatment requirements.

Finally, as implemented here, the PRA-based margins approach could be utilized not as an alternative to the RIPB approach but as a tool within the methodology. In the example analysis, an exceedance of the F-C curve occurred primarily due to uncertainty regarding the hazard curve at low frequency values. Through the PRA-based seismic margins assessment, it could be demonstrated that there is likely ample margin in the design and that subsequent modifications or increases in SSC capacity were not warranted.
5 Findings, Recommendations, and Next Steps

5.1 Key Findings

This report summarizes preliminary findings regarding the regulatory treatment of low frequency external events as part of an advanced reactor RIPB framework. The focus of this effort was centered on advanced reactor designs that contain sufficient radionuclide inventory and are sited at locations with sufficient external hazard threat to require detailed probabilistic external hazard analysis. To further understand the implementation of a RIPB approach for such cases, a simplified example seismic hazard analysis was performed following available guidance from the LMP and TICAP. Such an approach was found to be feasible and offered insights into plant performance that could be utilized to inform key licensing decisions and tailor SSC requirements. In addition, the detailed treatment of external events of low frequency also provides justification for the removal of historic conservatisms, which were primarily aimed to address uncertainties regarding such scenarios. However, the detailed probabilistic treatment of low frequency external events also introduces potential challenges due to the inherent uncertainty associated with external events of long return periods.

The probabilistic approach to the assessment of external hazards requires a convolution of the hazard curve and fragilities of the SSCs within the plant. For the seismic example presented here, the increasing uncertainty regarding the estimated hazard curve at low frequencies (<1E-4 per plant year) resulted in significant uncertainty associated with several low frequency event sequences. The findings of the analysis, primarily driven by the uncertainty in the hazard curve, could potentially result in the need for additional analyses or plant modifications. It is unclear whether such actions would be justified in terms of actual plant risk reduction, given the low frequency of the events and uncertain nature of the results.

As a possible avenue for demonstrating regulatory acceptability of such scenarios, a PRA-based seismic margins approach was assessed, which is the current NRC-approved methodology for the examination of beyond design basis seismic events for new reactors. Through this approach, the dependence of the analysis on the low frequency portion of the hazard curve is removed, but the insights regarding event sequences and SSC importance are retained. The example analysis demonstrated adequate margin for the design (for this specific example) and could potentially be used to alleviate the need for further analysis or plant modifications. The PRA-based margins approach is not without challenges, however, as there are open questions regarding the details of its implementation, and potential solutions were explored in this work.

5.2 Recommendations

Based on the findings of the evaluations and analyses presented here, several recommendations have been established to assist the development and application of RIPB licensing frameworks. This includes a central recommendation regarding the use of a PRA-based margins assessment for the analysis of low frequency external events, with supporting recommendations regarding its implementation.
• **Central Recommendation:** As part of the LMP framework, consider the potential use of a PRA-based margins approach as one of the complementary tools available for demonstrating the regulatory acceptability of low frequency external event sequences.
  
o **Reasoning:** As detailed in Section 3.2.2, there are many avenues available to the plant designer to demonstrate the regulatory acceptability of specific LBEs. A PRA-based margins approach can be a useful additional tool for the assessment of certain low frequency external event LBEs. The PRA-based margins approach alleviates the dependence on the low frequency range of the hazard curve, where confidence in the estimates is low and uncertainty is large. The approach is also consistent with current regulatory guidance for new reactor licensing. The margins assessment utilizes the PRA developed as part of the LMP process and can be applied to specific event sequences of interest. The central benefits of a RIPB approach are retained, such as the ability to determine the importance of specific events, SSCs, and uncertainties, and to tailor SSC requirements. In addition, all the information and insights from the probabilistic LMP process are preserved.

• **Supporting Recommendation #1:** Establish an appropriate consequence metric for use as part of a PRA-based margins analysis that is consistent with existing aspects of the LMP method. The consequence metric should utilize offsite dose as the parameter of interest and represent a magnitude of release similar to the historical concept of “large” release.
  
o **Reasoning:** Current regulatory guidance on the application of a PRA-based margins approach utilizes the consequence metric of CDF, which is generally not applicable for non-LWRs. In contrast, the LMP approach uses offsite dose directly as the central consequence metric. Similarly, LMP has a consequence threshold of 25 rem offsite dose for design basis hazard levels (DBHLs). As low frequency external events analyses are inherently beyond design basis, the consequence threshold should be greater than 25 rem. An appropriate consequence metric should generally align with the historical concept of “large” release, although a consensus quantitative value has not been established. The use of the LD50/30 dose, ranging from 350 to 500 rem [47], would likely provide the key insights necessary from the analysis and also demonstrate compliance with the early fatality safety goal.

• **Supporting Recommendation #2:** The methodology outlined in RG 1.208 for SSE determination is an acceptable approach for the selection of the ground motion value (PGA) to be used as the basis of the PRA-based margins approach.
  
o **Reasoning:** The implementation of the PRA-based margins assessment in DC/COL-ISG-020 utilizes the SSE determined by RG 1.208 as the foundation of the analysis. If a PRA-based margins approach is used as part of LMP, the same RG 1.208 methodology should be adopted for the determination of the reference ground motion (PGA). The method in RG 1.208 is performance-based and analogous to that of ASCE 43-05. In addition, use of this approach maintains consistency with current NRC guidance but retains the ability to specify the seismic design basis for individual SSCs separately through the LMP process and associated RIPB guidance.
5.3 Next Steps

Based on the findings and recommendations, several follow-on activities are recommended to further support the adoption of a RIPB licensing framework for advanced reactors and provide additional clarity to vendors pursuing such avenues:

- **Detailed Demonstration Analysis**: To supplement the simplified example provided here, collaboration with a non-LWR vendor to perform a detailed external events analysis for a selected site (or sites) would provide additional insights regarding the implementation of a PRA-based margins assessment for select events in support of a RIPB framework.

- **Applicability to Non-Seismic Hazards**: The current work has focused on seismic evaluations, given the availability of guidance and importance to plant risk. However, the potential application of the PRA-based margins approach described here to other external hazards as part of a RIPB framework requires additional research to identify the relevant hazard-specific criteria and address potential challenges.

- **Coordination with Code/Standard Bodies**: As potential challenges with the current code/standard basis are identified, collaborate with the authoring bodies to identify resolution pathways or guidance that are consistent with the intent of the LMP process and analyses.

- **Continued Coordination with Industry/LMP/TICAP and Engagement with Part 53 Drafting Efforts**: To the extent possible, foster the adoption of consistent and appropriate approaches for advanced reactor external hazard analysis through interaction with RIPB development stakeholders.
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Appendix A: Methodology for Seismic ESF Grouping

The are several avenues available to calculate the seismic risk associated with the S-LOOP event tree and subsequently derive ESFs and LBEs. The frequency of each event sequence depends on the convolution of the seismic hazard curve with the fragilities of the applicable SSCs. The convolution equation of the hazard curve with a single SSC is provided in Eq. 1 [48],

\[ P = - \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{dH(a)}{da} F(a) da \]  

Eq. 1

where \( a \) is the ground motion level, \( H(a) \) is the exceedance frequency at ground motion level \( a \), and \( F(a) \) is the seismic failure probability at ground motion level \( a \). As this integral can be difficult to calculate directly depending on the type of curve used, it is common in seismic PRAs to discretize the seismic hazard curve into bins of varying ground motion level. The annual frequency of each bin is determined by subtracting the exceedance frequency of the upper range of the bin from the lower range of the bin. This approach results in Eq. 2 [48],

\[ P \approx - \sum_{i=1}^{n} [H(a_{i+1}) - H(a_i)]F(a_{r,i}) \]  

Eq. 2

where \( n \) is the number of ground motion level bins and \( a_{r,i} \) is the representative ground motion level (typically the midpoint) for the \( i \)-th bin.

When using a binning approach, it is typical to treat each seismic bin as a separate initiator in the PRA and the branching probabilities in the event tree are based on the fragility values of the representative ground motion level for that bin. The result is that a frequency is determined for each event sequence in the event tree for each seismic initiator bin. For the S-LOOP example, if the hazard curve were discretized into 10 bins, this would result in a total of 40 event sequences (10 initiating events \( \times \) 4 event sequences) when not counting the transfer branch associated with failure to SCRAM scenarios.

When using a binning approach, the resulting event sequences for each seismic initiator bin should not be compared directly to the F-C curve, as there is a dependency that is introduced by the hazard curve binning process. In other words, the greater the number of bins into which the hazard curve is divided, the smaller the frequency interval captured by each seismic initiator bin. Therefore, the frequency of the resulting event sequences will also be reduced with increasing hazard curve discretization.

To develop ESFs from a seismic PRA based on a hazard curve binning approach, the event sequences within the selected event tree must be summed across all seismic initiator bins. Then the cumulative frequency of each event sequence is utilized as the frequency of the associated ESF. In essence, this approach is performing a numerical integration of Eq. 1 and should converge to the analytical solution as the number of bins grows.
For the S-LOOP analysis, the ESF results were obtained using the summation approach described above. The seismic hazard curve between 0 and 4.0g\textsuperscript{12} was divided into 1,000 bins of equal size, with the midpoint of each bin selected as the representative ground motion level. 10,000 Monte Carlo random samples were selected for the associated uncertainty analyses.

\textsuperscript{12} Ground motion levels above 4g have negligible impact on the results given their low frequency of occurrence for the selected hazard curve.